
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFF ICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

August 6, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. WHITEHEAD

Attached copy of the letter concerning the Apollo communications

was sent to the FCC today. Also, copies have been sent to the

carriers.

Ralph L. Clark
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OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

August 6, 1969

Honorable Rosel H. Hyde
Chairman

Federal Communications Commission
Washington, D. C. 20554

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This is with reference to the request of the Communications Satellite
Corporation for continuation of the direct contractual relationship
between the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the

Communications Satellite Corporation for communications supporting
the Apollo project.

The Commission's opinions of July 20, 1966, as amended February 1,

1967, concerning the so-called "authorized user" matter cited this
service as an example of a situation "where the requirement for
satellite service is of such an exceptional or unique nature that the

service must be tailored to the peculiar needs of the customer and,

therefore, cannot be provided within the terms and conditions of a

general public tariff offering."

Nevertheless, when the question of continuation of this arrangement
was raised some weeks ago, it was considered that it might be possible
for the service to be handled throUgh one of the terrestrial carriers.
However, a number of circumstances have subsequently arisen which
make it essential to continue the present arrangement.

The future service requirements in support of Apollo will involve a
pattern of operational relationships between the Government, •Comsat,
which operates the satellites, and the operators of earth (and ship)
stations similar to those which presently prevail. The satellite portion
of the NASCOM service was established by INTELSAT under a special
allotment arrangement, based expressly upon the requirement of the

U.S. Government associated with the Apollo missions. Further, these
services involve the provision of non-standard circuits of less than
CCITT quality. In order to assure that these arrangements are not
impaired to the detriment of the space program, and in the belief that.

the interjection of U S. terrestrial carriers into this pattern would

not provide any benefits, we have concluded that the service should

continue to be furnished directly by Comsat.
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It is therefore in the national interest that the direct contractual
relationship between Comsat and NASA for provision of the NASCOM
service in support of Apollo be continued. NASA has been instructed
to renew or extend its contract with Corns at.

Sincerely,

r-&
J D. O'Connell -.t



From: Lydie

July 22, 1969

Miss Daugherty,

Since you may not yet have re-
ceived the letter of July 18th we
discussed on the phone this morning,
I am sending you another. Will you
please discard the first Xerox copy
when it is received.

Thank you.

a-4-a
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COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE CORPORATION

JAMES McCORMACK
Chairman

18 July 1969

The Honorable James D. O'Connell
Director of Telecommunications Management
Office of Emergency Planning
1800 G Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. O'Connell:

We have received copies of letters furnished to
the carriers by NASA for extension of the present NCS/NASCOM
satellite circuits after September 30, 1969. This extension
would renew the service being provided for the past three
years to NASA for the very vital Apollo communications
requirements which, as you know, has been an important and
successful part of the Apollo effort.

The satellite portion of the NASCOM service was
established by INTELSAT under a special allotment arrangement,
based expressly upon the urgent requirement of the U.S. Govern-
ment associated with the Apollo missions. The INTELSAT partners,
in their decision to provide this service based on the long-term
commitment of NASA and the Signatories involved and the urgency
of the requirement, clearly indicated that the satellite service
arrangements were unique and not intended to establish a
precedent for regular commercial service.

The unique NASCOM satellite services include sharing
of units between earth stations (Ascension and Canary Island
links) and providing of non-standard circuits of less than
CCITT-CCIR quality. NASA is now contemplating extending

950 LENFANT PLAZA SOUTH, SW • WASHINGTON. DC 20024 • TELEPHONE 202-554-6020
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this same type of service, modified by an additional non-
standard service of a single circuit to two earth stations

(ship-borne), with switching between the ships based on their
immediate requirement. NASA also desires that this ship
service be a part-time service, which would provide for avail-
ability of its priority requirements but at a cost less than
the full-time service.

As you can see from the above, Comsat is in the
anomalous position of being requested by NASA to quote to the
carriers for a service which we have never tariffed and pro-
vided to them and would only contemplate providing on the
basis of an underlying long-term agreement with the Government.
The chances that INTELSAT will provide an extension of the
NASCOM service under terms and conditions similar to those
proposed by NASA would be enhanced by an absence of unresolved
disputes within the U.S.

Comsat believes that the unique aspects of the present
service will, in large measure, be reflected in the extension
of the service beyond September 30, 1969 which is proposed by
NASA. We accordingly request a determination by your Office
that the establishment of this service to NASA, as an authorized
user, be extended to include the future requirements for NASCOM.
This determination should be made by your Office before Comsat
proceeds with arrangements necessary for extension of the
NASCOM service.

The urgency of this service and its importance to
safeguarding the lives of the crews of manned Apollo missions
underscores the importance of extending the direct, and out-
standingly successful, service being provided by Comsat.

Sincerely,

C-
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OfTICE OF TELECO!,1'.4UNItATIONS POLICY

EXECUU71: OMCE. OF THE 1)V.ESI0ETIT

v.-iv.s4“wzic...::. D.C. 20.504

•

October 28, 1971

• Bonorable Dean Burch

• ChairThan • • •

Federal Communications Commissioh

• Washington, D.C. 20554

. Dear Dean: —
0 • 

.
•. .

,

•

.-
. •

•• • •

••

The unrealized potential of satellite communicatio
n

systems for U.S. domestic services continues to be

a source of serious concern to the_Adm„inistration.

:Prospective suppliers of these services have been

delayed for more than six years while various parts

of the Government have examined and reexamined the

question of public policy guidelines.

• •

DIREC1OR

,
• In January 1970, the Administration recommended that

domestic satellite communications be allowed to 'develop

under a basic policy of open entry. Under this policy,

any financially qualified entity which sought to,estab-

lish a domestic satellite system, including common

. carriers, would be authorized to do so, subject only

. to antitrust considerations and essential technical

coordination,.
• •

The Commission responded favorably to this approach,

• but chose to solicit applications and comments from

all prospective sat6.11ite operators before proceeding

further. The private sector .has since responded to

this initiative with seven proposals for full-service

satellite systems and several. proposals for partial

s6rvice offerings -- all to be offered on a privately

financed commercial basis.

The Office of Teleco=unications Policy has carefully

reviewed the major ar;nlications to determine whether

they raise questions z:ocr.lt any of the principles and

pYemies sot forth in :1;c1 ifLainisti.7aioris original

•:::• • • .
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recommendation; We have examined ques
tions of technical

•
• .and economic fea

sibility, -particularly 
those relating

to spectrum and or
bit utilization and t

o the existence

of -economies of s
cale or other natural m

onopoly condi-

tions: We also have 
reviewed the several leg

al and

procedural issues rai
sed. In no area did we fin

d .evi-

dence which would ne
gate the Administrat

ion's previous

policy recommendation
. . •

• Xndeed, the opposite 
is true.. There are 

customers

' waiting for satellite
 services and prosp

ective supplcers

.• --•with the capital an
d the will to offer 

them on a corn-

•

 ,

-mercinl basis. We see no reason for 
the government to

• continue keeping these-group- s7Thipart. No further study,

sifting of applications
, or eliforced commer

cial arrange-

• 

.

ments would be as construc
tive for the using p

ublic or .

for the industry as the 
prompt opening up of 

this new

and 'exciting field. 
• .

i • • As you know, the President
 recently established

 Measures

,1 . designed to alleviate the
 problems of our nati

on's

:
i 

economy. The prormpt authorization of
 domestic satellite

1 . systems would aid substant
ially in this effort 

by stimu-

• lating up to *450 million in 
investments, and associa

ted

employment, in the aerospace a
nd electronic industrie

s --

• two segments of the economy
 which have been hit par

ticu-

larly .hard by_cutbilcs-in Fed
eral spending. The authori-

zation would also provide lowe
r transmission costs and

thereby help reduce .upward pre
ssure on common carrier r

at

1/2
X urge the Commission to exa

mine carefully the enclosed

▪ recommendations and to adopt 
an open entry policy as

.promptly as possible.

am available, as is my staff
, to discuss this subject

in whatever depth you may
 desire.

•

Sincerely,
• • iiro"

ec,7

e•'(-1'.

Cloy T. Whitehead
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.6ummary OTP Findins and Policy Recommendations

—.7

The several applications from prospective domestic satellite
operators now pending before the Federal Communication
.Commission indicate clearly that such facilities cah play
a significant and increasing role in enhancing the nation's
communications capability and broadening the range of econom-

•

ic services. a.. • .
r•

-

The Administration recommended in January 1970, that domestic
satellite' operations be established under a basic public':
policy of open entry and comoetitivc operation. Under this
policy, any financially qualifi-6-d entity-which sought to T
establish a domestic satellite system for public or private'
use could do so, subject only to antitrust considerations.
and essential technical coordination.

The Office of Telecommunications Policy has examincd .the
applications now before the FCC to determine whether the
Administration's policy recommendation continues .to be
appropriate. This examination shows there are no technical,
economic, or legal considerations which preclude the approval
of any proposed system. Conversely, there is substantial
evidence that a policy of open entry and competitive opera-
tion would produce benefits in terms of innovative systems
and servicesi cc:Est reductions, and economics. of specializa-
tion for the comnunications user.

•
The availableorbit space will readily accommodate all
proposed U.S. and Canadian satellites using 4 and 6 GHz
spectrum allocations without fear of harmful interferencereven in the rather unlikely event that all proposed systemswould be built. This can be achieved with an average
satellite separation of about 30, which is shown to be morethan adequate by several applicants (Hughes, WTCI,and Wu) and our own analysis, provided adjacent satellitesare alternate3y polarized. Furthermore, the.J:e arc nusillerousengineering and operating options which would allow adclitiona'systems to be built as :his becomes nacessarv, even usingexifAing techno3oT./ and these spectrum bands.
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i . .Xt also appears that noninterfering sites can be found for

. all propOsed earth-stations-under established coordination

procedures. Sample -calculations for the New York City area

indicate _there arc many sites which, .according to the ITU1
L .. • coordination criteria, qualify for detailed coordination
1
I With specific terrestrial relay statiOns, *even in this con-
,
i gested area. -

I 
's .. 

.
. ..

i . Further technological_develonments,. such as the use of,
•s multiple satellite antenna beams, will permit the installa-'

i,, tion of additional satellites of increased capacity in. . 1

. coming year: In conjunction with the use of other frequeilpr

. allocations of substantially greater extent than the 4.afidl..
•. 6 GHz. bands, thee develOpments- ill"mulf_iply both the ....-':.:.

. number Of satellites which can be established and the capacit

of each severalfold, providing a substantial reserve capacity

to meet future growth in demand.

.*

• ••

There are no significant economies of scale in the'proposed

systems which would preclude the feasibility of multiple
systems or result in substantial inefficiencies. The annual

cost per in-orbit channel is virtually the same for, the

12, 24, and 48 channel satellite configurations proposed,

and the small differences which exist are well within the,

range of unccrtaintly of the cost estimates. There are

some economies of scale for particular types of earth

• stations (o.-g.,- railtitpu-rOse, multichannel), but these are

rapidly overcome by economies of specialization for special-
purpose systems; even when economics of scale appear, they

are bounded due to thd-limited channel capacity available

through a single earth station/satellite path.

There is no a priori evidence that multipurpose systems

are more economic or more suited ..to user demands than
single-purpose systems. There are substantial cost savings
for some systems which provide specially tailored services
(e.g., network TV distribution). Similarly, there may be
economics in providing a given type of service at different
quality levels. As in the case. of the specialized coaon
earriers,.there is reason to believe that the marketplace
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. can best resolve the tradeoffs be
tween service and cost,

particularly in anera of dynamic technological dovelopmen-L.
••

_ ...

•

i•-.•

1

-

1

•

The demand for service identified in the applicat
ions will

• support everal -- although probably not all --. of .the .pro-

posed sy.stems. There appears to be a'near-term - need for

about 100 satellite channels (5-10 satellites, depending on

calkicity), whereas the, applications encompass a total of

.336 channels in 12 pr.i.mary_satellites plus. another 264 ch-anne

▪ • in 8 spare/secondary satellites. Even so, there is no '

evidence to i.ndicate that selection_of the successful opera-

tor(s). by the government is either necessary or preferable

On public interest grounds to a marketplace determination.. ..•
The cost of these system -is great(typicillly in the $50-200 -

million range), and investors will weigh their prospects .:

carefully before making final commitments to systems without'

an adequate traffic base or competitive advantage.

.The American people should and can receive a dividend from •

U.S. investments in space technology through domestic

satellite services. However, a discriminatory tax on this

mode of communications for any purpose, including support

of public television, is an inefficient,. inequitable,. and

largely counterproductive approach to the realization ef

that objective. By raising the cost and thus deterring the

commercial use of satellite services, this tax would simply

encourage less cosL:-e.i:lective technologies and stifle innoya

tion in satellite technology. If a subsidy for worthwhile

public services is required, it should be granted by the

Congress and supported by a tax that does not burden a par-

ticular mode of comTlunications. •

Numerous legal and procedural questions have been raised

• in the applications and comments before the FCC. Our

examination indicates that the Commission has adequate lega

authority and precedents for adopting an open-entry policy,

as urged by the Administration,. without further administrat.

proceedings.

40.
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There' ar'e many measures consistent with existing rules

and procedures which the Commission could adopt to expedite

the authorization of satellite communication systems

and aN;oid unnecessary comparative hearings. The following

is an illustrative example of one approach: -

(1) Issue a ruling, as in the case of specialized

carriers, that argumcnts of economic exclusivity alone will .

.not be considered grounds for-comparative hearings in situa-

tions where competitive supply of .services appears.feasiblc.%,•
*-

•• (2) Require all applicants to undertake prior coordii-'
•

nation of satellite and earth .station locations and frequenCy

• .assignm6nts to avoid possible interference situations

again as in the specialized carrier procedures.

••••

.•
•

Up •

•

(.3) Require each applicant:- -to specify the desired.

.• orbit location, frequency bands, antenna polarization, and

expected implementation date for each proposed satelite,

and to define a service arc within which the proposed service

• can be satisfactorily provided, as set forth in the regula-

tions of the World Administrative Radio Conference.

•. - % :(4) Provide a 60-90 day period foilowing issuance of

a policy statement, within which applicants may revise their

T . 
proposals and unde- rtake the coordination of technical param-_ _ _

A •c.ters. as noted in-(2). .
- ,

It

• (5) Routinely approve all applications for which
there is no basic conflict in orbit location and spectrum
usage (i.e., no common-frequency satellite proposed by'a
different entity within 3° of the location requested),
subject to relocation within the service arc at the discre-
tion of the Commission in order to accommodate additional
Systems..

(6) Set comparative hearings for all applications
for specific orbit locations which are in conflict and which
•cann.ot be resolved throuh consultation with the FCC staff
and at partes. Such hearings would d2a1 with matters

••••• •••
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of both technical compatability and economic exclusivity,
but would be limited to the -particular satellites in conflict.

(7) Rule that the cost of relocating satellites
(including associated earth station.costs) within thp stated
ervicc arc to accommodate additional systems shall be borne
by the system operator. until 120 days prior to satellite
launch, after which all such costs shall be borne by the new
entrant.

*.-
While some antitrust-questions have been raiSed in the pro-.
ceedings, in our view they should be resolved in favor .of 

•

liberal entry and, unrestricted 3,n-itial operation. None -of-.-
the -proposed systems, including those contemplated by COMSAT,..
COMSAT/AT&T, and Hughes/GTE, appear to pose a serious anti-
competitive threat at this time, either individually or in
combination. (Nor do we see any legal reason for excluding
COMSAT from either activity -they haVe proposed). Any measure::
necessary to prevent anti-comoetitive behaviour can be taken
if and when such practices appear; to establish them at
the. outset without firm assurance that they arc necessary
would have the effect of precluding rather than fostering
compctitition in this new field.

Service to Alaska and Hawaii, as proposed by several .appli-
cants, poses .a different and more complex set of legal
issues, having to- do both with the distinction between U.S.
domestic and international carriers and services and with
international agreements to which we arc a signatory. W.e
conclude that applications to provide service to these areas

.should be approved subject to appropriate consultation N7Jith-
* INTELSAT as required in the definitive agreements. Similarly,
we find no valid basis for denying traffic to a domestic
satellite system which would otherwise be served by trans-
oceanic cables, except to the extent such facilities offer
lower costs or are more effectiVc in meeting the specific
requirement.
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*Xn conclusion, we find there are no unique circumstancesor public interest considerations which require that domesticsatellites be treated differently than any other new techno-logical development. The Commission has established rules.and preccdures for dealing with private radio communication •systems, specialized communications Carriers, and commoncarriers which• should.be applicable to the domestic satelliteproposals now before it, or likely to emerge in the near-
7future. These rules.and DrcT:edures, interpreted in the• 

light of .thc Administration policy recommendations concerningentry and operation,. and augmented by procedural arrangementssuch as -those previously identified, should allow the prompt-.authorization of all proposed stems and an early developmehof this exciting - new co=unications &apability.
•. • ,

•I •

• .

_

•

• • •

• •°:• • .
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OUTLINE

BACKGROUND 

• FUTURE WORLD ENVIRONMENT

e USER NEEDS AND DEMAND FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES

o TRENDS IN TECHNOLOGY

o POTENTIAL FUTURE APPLICATIONS

O BENEFITS TO PEOPLE OF TUE WORLD

o IMPLEMENTING FUTURE SYSTEMS

SUMMARY
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PURPOSE OF PRESENTATION

o To highlight trends in satellite communications technology, with a
focus on long-range trends;

o To identify the kinds and wide-range of potential future applications; and

o To foster appreciation of the dynamic pace of satellite communications
technology and to postulate the implications these trends will have on
implementing future systems.

The Presentation is a summary of a Staff Paper prepared by OTM and is based, in part,
on a general survey of NASA and INDUSTRY with respect to the trends in technology.



BACKGROUND

o DYNAMIC PACE OF TECHNOLOGY DUR ING 1960's

(Communications-Electronics & Space)

• DEMONSTRATIONS OF PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS

o DEPLOYMENT OF OPERATIONAL SYSTEMS

-- Military

-- Global Commercial

e CURRENT AND PENDING ACTIVITIES

-- INTELSAT Conference (1969-1970)

-- World Administrative Radio Conference (ITU-1971)

3
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FUTURE WORLD ENVIRONMENT

• Long-Range Forecast •

Kahn & Wiener (The Year 2000)

• Analysis of Situation
Drucker (Age of Discontinuity)

• Rising Expectations of Developing Nations
Urge to join INTELSAT

• "Management Revolution"

Systems Approach to Solve Social Problen s
Ramo (Cure for Chaos)

• "Communications Revolution"

Solid State Physics

Transmission systems /Switched networks
Computer & Communications

• "Era of Abundance"in International Teledornmunications



USER NEEDS 

FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES 

Broad Range of User Need 

— International Public Telecommunications

-- Domestic Public Telecommunications

-- Specialized Telecommunications

tt
Expanded networks to provide
telephony, telegraphy, telex,
facsimile, data and television
distribution --

.

Future emphasis on data, computer
o computer, PICTUREPHONE and
other graphics, and access to less-
developed areas of the world.

Aeronautical and maritime
communications, traffic control
and navigation.

Broadcast (Expanded television
distribution by dedicated networks.)

Space Data Relay.

• Objective

To maximize the early availability of a full range of high quality, dependable, telecom-

munications services throughout the world at the lowest practical, cost, consistent with

other objectives, and the effective use of resources including the frequency spectrum.



DEMAND FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES 

Growth in Satellite Utilization
(INTELSAT System)
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TRENDS IN TECHNOLOGY

PROGRESS TO DATE 
(1957 - 1969)

List Major Milestones

- Geostationary Satellites

— High Powered Wideband Active Repeater Satellites

Earth-oriented Antenna Satellites

-- Long-life spacecraft

— System Applications

(Progress chart)

(INTELSAT System Map)

(Pictures of INTELSAT Facilities)

7
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TRENDS IN TECHNOLOGY

(Continued)

Building Blocks for the Future

(1970 - 1985)

• Boosters TITAN III C - ATLAS/CENTAUR

• Spacecraft Large - High Capacity - Long life

Multiple "Spot" Beams

VHF - UHF - SHF - Millimeter Wave

• Terminals and Earth Stations

-- Standard

-- Transportable (Low Cost)

— Mobile (Aeronautical - Maritime)

ce Systems Approach

-- General Purpose

Global System

-- Special Purpose

Dedicated Networks

(Picture of Future Technology)



TRENDS IN TECHNOLOGY 
(continued)

Growth of Operational Performance
in Commercial Communication Satellites 
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POTENTIAL FUTURE APPLICATIONS 

Expected

Technological

Advances

Large Boosters - .Atlas/Centaur

- TITAN III C

Spacecraft

Multiple Steerable "spot" beams

Large Parabolic Reflector

Multiple purpose satellite cross

band operation

Terminals and Earth Stations

Transportable (low cost)

Mobile (aeronautical, maritime and
land mobile)

Integrated (Multipurpose)terminal

System Approach

Frequency reuse

Millimeter waves

Advanced Modulation

Potential

Applications 

INTELSAT IV & later

INTELSAT V & later

I NTELSAT V or VI

Special Purpose (Broadcast)

General and Special Purpose

(e. g. INTELSAT & aeronautical)

Developing Nations Earth Stations

Specialized Applications

Future INTELSAT System

INTELSAT V
INTELSAT VI

INTELSAT V

Chart - General Purpose Applications

Chart - Special Purpos e Applications

10

Phasing 

1971

Post 1975

late 1970's

mid 1970's

late 1970's

Early 1970's

Early 1970's

Mid 1970's'

Post 1975
Late 1970's or Early 1980';..
Post 1975
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BENEFITS TO PEOPLE OF THE WORLD

• ATTRIBUTES OF SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS

-- Coverage

-- Capacity

-- Versatility

-- Flexibility

• ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE 

-- Global System Space Segment

-- Earth Station Population

• TRANSITION FROM "ERA OF SCARCITY" TO "ERA_ OF ABUNDANCE"

-- Technology Limitations Paced Growth

-- High Capacity Geostationary Satellites

-- New Environment for International Telecommunications Users

o SPECIAL VALUE TO DEVELOPING NATIONS 

- Direc.: Access to Crichal Network

-- Rapid Implementatior, o2 Basic Plant Made :Pcible

11



IN TELSA T

Space

Segment

Revenue

Requirement

Thousands

of Dollars

per Unit of

Utilization
per year

BENEFITS TO PEOPLE OF THE WORLD

(Continued)

Trends in Costs for Satellite Communications 
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CONCLUSIONS ON TRENDS 14

SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY 

-- Active Research and Technology Programs will continue

to provide Advanced Technology on a broad scale.

- Trends in satellite communications technology should continue

to advance rapidly- during the 19701 s.

-- Numerous high-performance, advanced technological building

blocks will be available for practical applicatinns.

POTENTIAL FUTURE APPLICATIONS 

-- User needs and demand for telecommunications services will

continue to expand.

-- Projected growth in capability of satellite communications

technology will make possible a wide-range of practical

applications for the benefit of people throughout the world.
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IMPLEMENTING FUTURE S'ITTEMc

• CONSTRAINTS ON SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 

-- Orbital Slots

-- Frequency Spectrum

-- Market (Nature and Size)

-- System Costs

- Ecnnomics of Scale

-- Ready Availability of Most Advanced Technology.

-- Regulatory Restrictions

-- Institutional Inflexibilities

* PROBLEMS TO OVERCOME 

-- Maintaining the Momentum of Accomplishments to Date

Timely Exploitation of Rapidly Advancing Technology

-- Meeting the Needs and Demands of Users

-- Establishing Institutional Arrangements having Timely Decision-Making Attributes

— Following Rational "Organized" )proach to System Implementation.



Community of Interest

INSTITUTIONAL VIEWPOINTS 

ON 17

IMPLEMENTING TELECOMMUNICATIONS FYFTEMS

Viewed By Principal Interests 

The World Communicator

The Developed Nations Political Leader

(West Europe

Japan)

Communicator

The United States National Policy-maker

The Developing Nations Political Leader

Communicator

- Available, dependable, low-cost global
telecommunications for the benefit of
mankind.

- Nationalistic Drive.

- Desire to close so-called "technological
gaputhrough national space programs.

- Aspiration for larger piece of INTELSAT
action.

- Available, dependable, low-cost global
telecommunications for the benefit of
mankind.

- Communications Satellite Act of 1962
(same as World Communicator's view)

- Aspirations to develop.

- Representation in INTELS.AT Consortium.

- Low Cost, easy access to the global system.



INTELSA T

MODEL

IMPLEMENTING FUTURE SYSTEMS

INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS 

(Alternative Approaches)

THE BASIC CHOICE

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
GROWTH BY PLANNED

ACTIONS

-- Integrated Systems Approach

-- Coherent Unitized Management

RATIONALE

Int ernational Cooperative Approach

Promote Growth by Joint Effort toward
Common Goal

(Services & Low Rate Motivation)

CONSEQUENCES 

Orderly System Evolution

Large Market Base

Economics of Scale

Ready Availability of Most Advanced Technology

Output of Large U. S. Space Program

Large Satellites-Lower Cost/Circuit/Year

(see Chart 16)

Multiple Purpose Satellites are Consistent Institutionally

with this Modei..

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

GROWTH BY RANDOM

ACTIONS

Unilateral (Unirtegrated)

Systems Approach

-- Splintered Management

18

U. S.

International
Common Carriar
Model

RATIONALE 

Separate National/Industry Approach

Promote Growth by Competition
(Profit Motivation)

CONSEQUENCES

Disorganized "Piecemeal" System Growth
Unnecessary Duplicative Facilities
Non-Optimum Routing (Via Networks)
Economic Penalty to Users
Smaller Market Base & UnilateralImplernertation

Availability of Most Advanced Technology
Not Guaranteed.
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SUMMARY

• GREAT POTENTIALS FOR THE FUTURE

-- Satellite communications can provide improved telecommunications

throughout the world (higher capacity and quality-lower costs).

-- Many opportunities to expand the range of telecommunications services.

-- World is. entering the "ERA OF ABUNDANCE" in international

telecommunications.

• CHALLENGES FOR THE UNITED STATES

Work Toward Goals of Communications Satellite Act of 1962

-- Provide leadership to

- Exploit the opportunities for enhanced telecoMmunications throughout the world.

- Promote international cooperation in the implementation of satellite

communications.



EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIbENT

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

Memorandum for Mr. Clay T. Whitehead:

( leoLt_ 10

June 16, 1969

Subject: Communications Satellite Traffic -- United States

Mainland and Hawaii

This memorandum highlights the existing and projected estimates of

subject traffic. The number of equivalent duplex voice circuits using

INTELSAT satellites is as follows:

Actual End End End End *

USER 1June 1969 1969 1970 1971 1972 

Commercial 99 140 - - -

Government 30 39

Total 129 179 278 385 614

% of Total

Pacific Ocean

Area 22.2 17.1 19.5 19.5 25.5

An estimate of the value to the INTELSAT Consortium of the traffic

volume depicted above is as follows:

Space Segment Revenue to INTELSAT 

End 1969 rate

End 1970 rate

End 1971 rate

End 1972 rate

* See ICSC 38-10

** Based on $20, 000 per year

$7,160,000 per year

11,120,000 per year

15, 400, 000 per year

24, 560, 000 per year

D. O'Connell

f utilization (1/2 duplex voice circuit)

*** Rates are expected to be reduced nominally during future years.
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFF ICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

May 21, 1969

NOTE FOR MR. WHITEHEAD

Mr. O'Connell is out of town, but before leaving he reviewed

the attached memorandum in draft and approved it.

In order that you might have this as soon as possible, he asked

me to sign it for him, and send it over to you today.

Attachment

John J. O'Malley, Jr.



OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

May 21, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. CLAY T. WHITEHEAD

This is in response to your memorandum of May 13, 1969, requesting

my advice on the authority of the President to take the initiative in

defining the broad characteristics of a domestic communications satellite

policy and domestic communications satellite system. You also requested
a summary of the "thirty circuit" procurement, including the issues

involved, the FCC ruling, and the provision for DTM certification that

direct procurement from Comsat is in the national interest.

1. Presidential Authority Regarding Domestic Satellite Service 

As your memorandum notes, the Communications Satellite Act (CSA)

of 1962 confers substantial authority and responsibility on the President

relevant to the provision of domestic communications satellite services.

Of course, we all recognize that the state of the communications satellite
art has advanced considerably since Congress enacted the Satellite Act

in 1962 when it would have been indeed difficult to envision the use of

communication satellites for anything other than intercontinental communi-

cations services. We would quite agree with Assistant Attorney General

Reynquist when he stated in a recent letter to the Legal Adviser of the

State Department that Congress could not then foresee the specific
organizational form domestic communications by satellite would have in
relation to international communications. (See letter from Assistant

Attorney General Reynquist to Legal Adviser, Department of State,
dated 29 April 1969, pp. 5-6; copy attached.) The Congress did, however,
make clear in the Satellite Act the objective of the United States that an
international communications satellite system be established expeditiously,
and on the basis of an international agreement that would protect the system
not only from electromagnetic interference, but also from wasteful
duplication of facilities created by competing foreign systems. To these
ends, the Act, particularly Section 201(a), authorizes the President,
among other things, to insure that arrangements be made for foreign
participation in the system and to use this authority to obtain coordinated
and efficient use of the electromagnetic spectrum.
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The sum and substance of the Assistant Attorney General's opinion

Is that policy questions regarding a foreign domestic satellite system

and the international system are "inextricably related," and for this

reason alone no action should be taken approving a foreign domestic

system without first determining its impact on the international (or

INTELSAT) system. Mr. Reynquistis conclusion is that any United States

launch assistance provided for a foreign operational domestic satellite

system must have the specific approval of the President. It would

certainly seem that if the policy issues regarding a foreign domestic

system are significantly related to the international system, those

affecting a United States  domestic service or system must also be

related. Therefore, the specific approval of the President should be

required before any separate domestic United States system is authorized.

This is not to say that the Government ought to take the initiative in the

technical planning for commercial communications satellite service.

The United States domestic and international carriers, including Comsat,

rather than the Government should take the initiative in developing the

basic technical requirements for a satellite system; but this cannot be

done very efficiently in the absence of a policy framework developed by

the Government. As the carriers move forward in their planning we

would contemplate the Presidential (or Executive Office) function to be to

monitor developments carefully, including not only information coming

into the State Department from abroad, but also by fairly frequent consul-

tation with Comsat, the United States terrestrial carriers, the Departments

of State and Defense, and NASA, to insure that the over-all policy concept

set out in Section 102 of the Satellite Act is being followed.—

The fact that the President appoints three Comsat directors and is

directed by the Act to make an annual report to Cgs on the "national

program" contemplated in Section 201(a)(1) of-the CSA is further evidence

of the intent of Congress to provide for a major role for the President in

the development of sound communications satellite policy. Of course, the

degree to which the Executive Office and the White House participate in

the policy process is itself a policy matter, but the United States and

Canadian domestic satellite issues seem to us to be of such transcending

importance that if the White House role is to be meaningful at all, it

must assert itself here.

You are undoubtedly aware that Subsection 102(d) states that it is not

the intent of Congress to preclude the use of "the communications

satellite system for domestic communication services. . . ."
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As you know, we have continuously opposed the provision of launch
service for an independent Canadian domestic satellite. We adhere
to that position. It is our view that the White House ought to promulgate
the policy that our commitments to INTELSAT as well as the national
interest of the United States would best be served if the United States
domestic pilot program be serviced through INTELSAT satellites
(or, at least, that INTELSAT be offered the opportunity to provide
the service). At the same time the FCC should be urged that in order
to make most efficient use of the radio spectrum and lower system costs
as much as possible that a multiple purpose system, rather than a single
purpose system, ought to be authorized.

In summary, the Act does not seem to place any practical limitation on
the powers of the President in the provision of policy guidance for the
development and operation of commercial communication satellites.
However, we would not recommend the issuance of a formal statement
of Presidential authority in this area, because it would not result
necessarily in the solution of a particular problem, and might lead to
a political debate over how the statement should be interpreted, and so
forth. This is not to say that upon an appropriate occasion a Presidential
statement resolving a specific issue might be very appropriate and helpful--
for example, a Presidential statement that the United States will take
service for its domestic pilot program from INTELSAT, and will consider
at a later time, depending on the circumstances, whether to take service
from INTELSAT for any regular domestic system. Such a statement
could then be transmitted to all other interested governments with a
statement to the effect that launch service will not be provided to any
foreign entity for any commercial system outside of INTELSAT.

2. The "Thirty Circuits" Problem

As you may know, this problem arose in 1966 when the Department of
Defense decided to contract (subject to the approval of the DTM) directly 
with the Communications Satellite Corporation (Comsat) for thirty voice-
grade satellite circuits between Hawaii and the Far East. The problem
has been temporarily resolved after months of negotiating with the FCC,
but it may become a serious problem again if NASA decides to contract
directly with Comsat for shipboard service for its Apollo program.

The "thirty circuit" procurement became a policy problem because the
Satellite Act does not specify who should be authorized to deal directly
with Comsat for service. Subsection 102(c) of the Act states the intent
of Congress to be "that all authorized users shall have nondiscriminatory



access to the system; Subsection 305(a)(2) authorizes Comsat to

"furnish, for hire, channels of communication to United States communi-

cations common carriers and to other authorized entities, foreign and

domestic. . .;" and Section 305(b)(4) authorizes Comsat "to contract

with authorized users, including the United States Government, for the

services of the communications satellite system. . . ." While the

Satellite Act clearly does not limit Comsat's role to that of a "carrier's

carrier," it is silent on precisely how a user would be authorized to

deal with Corns at. We maintained from the outset of the "thirty circuits"

case, and the Department of Justice agreed, that the United States

Government was an authorized user as a matter of law, and that it can

contract directly as a matter of right with Corns at for satellite service.

Of course, the terrestrial carriers maintained, understandably, that

Comsat was intended by Congress to be a "carrier's carrier" and that

it could not provide service directly to the Government or the public,

except in unique or exceptional circumstances.

Teletypewriter and other record services are provided to the Government

and the public over circuits which the record (telegraph) carriers have

purchased in the telephone cables from AT&T. In the TAT-4 cable,

for example, the record carriers paid $217,000 for each voice circuit,

which they can subdivide into 28 teletypewriter circuits. A practical

problem underlying the "thirty circuits" dispute was the deep concern

that we shared with the Department of Defense over the excessively high

charges that DOD was paying for international private line teletypewriter

services, particularly in the Atlantic cable complex. At the rate set

by the FCC prior to the "thirty circuits" case, an American carrier

could, if it were deriving the maximum of 28 teletypewriter circuiti

from each voice circuit, receive a rate of $4,375 per month per circuit

and could, therefore, amortize its investment in less than two months.

The "thirty circuit" dispute took place in the context of an FCC proceeding

of a much larger scope which the Commission had initiated in June 1965.

The proceeding was a formal inquiry, in which the public was invited to

submit comments, addressed to whether, or to what extent, the Commission

ought to permit entities other than communications common carriers to

obtain service directly from Comsat, This office did not interject itself

in the proceeding formally, although the General Services Administration

(GSA) did state in a filing before the Commission in the fall of 1965 that

the Government is in a unique category and can, as a matter of right,

contract directly with Comsat for service. Although we felt that while the

Government has the legal right to go to Comsat directly for service, the
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DOD maintained, and we agreed that a requirement exists for both 

satellite and cable service. It is our view, therefore, that the only

permanent solution to this problem would be a merger of all the

international communication carriers; but in the meantime, in view

of the difficulties involved in the orderly introduction of communication

satellite service, there seemed to be an immediate need for the estab-

lishment of an Executive Branch policy to guide the Government

departments and agencies in the procurement of commercial communi-

cations satellite service. In the course of the development of that policy

in late 1965 and early 1966, I held a number of meetings with representatives

of the interested Government agencies in order to get their views and

assistance in developing the substance of that policy. However, the FCC,

which had been represented at all of those meetings, sent me a memorandum

on April 20, 1966 advising, in effect, that it had its own proceeding going

on the general question of authorized use of Comsat services; and that

neither Comsat nor the terrestrial carriers could provide service directly

to the Government unless the Commission should issue appropriate

authorization to do so. While the Commission memorandum, which was

signed by the Chief of the FCC Common Carrier Bureau, did not have the

status of official Commission policy it clearly implied that despite what-

ever policy might be established by the Executive Branch for procurement

of satellite service for the Government the Commission would adhere to

the concept of Comsat as a carrier's carrier and would permit direct

procurement by entities other than carriers only in "exceptional and

urgent circumstances." Of course, when DOD learned of the way the

FCC stall was leaning on this issue it accelerated its negotiations with

Comsat, and as a reaction to this the FCC staff moved forward rapidly

with the preparation of an opinion in the Authorized User proceeding.

The race was on between DCA and the FCC. (For an extended discussion

of developments within the Department of Defense, and between DOD and

the carriers, see House Report No. 2318, 89th Cong., 1st Sess.,

"Government Use of Satellite Communications - 43rd Report by the

Committee on Government Operations" October 19, 1966, especially

Part IV.)

As a result of its negotiations with the carriers, DOD (acting through

the Defense Communications Agency) on May 31, 1966 had received bids

to furnish the thirty half-circuits from Comsat and from four terrestrial

carriers. The bids ranged from $4, 200 per month for Comsat to $12,500
per month for Hawaiian Telephone Company. On June 1, 1966, DCA
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entered into a master contract with Comsat,-2-/ and on June 23, 1966
the FCC issued a public notice stating in substance that if the U.S.

Government wished to lease commercial satellite circuits it must do
so through the terrestrial carriers and deal directly with Comsat

only in "unique or exceptional circumstances." Needless to say,

this disturbed us a great deal, because it put the Government in no

different position than the general public in the procurement of satellite

service. I wrote to Chairman Hyde on June 28, 1966 expressing my

disappointment in the Notice, and advised him that all the Government
agencies, including the Department of Justice, were in agreement on the
Government's right to procure satellite service directly from Comsat;
that I was concerned about the economic well being of the carriers but
that, based upon current charges for cable circuits the Government might
possibly save $6 million over a 3-year period by going directly to Comsat.
My letter apparently had no effect on the Commission, which on July 21,
1966 released its formal opinion—just a few days before DCA issued a
purchase order to Comsat.

Almost immediately, informal discussions were begun with the Commission
looking toward a modification of the Authorized User opinion. The
Assistant Attorney General in charge of the Office of Legal Counsel was

persuaded to take an active part in the matter; but, despite all our efforts,
it became necessary for GSA to file a formal petition for reconsideration

with the Commission on August 21, 1966, because the Commission indicated
that it would not budge in its refusal to permit Comsat to provide thirty

circuits directly to the Department of Defense. Discussions continued

during the fall of 1966 until, finally, on January 1967 the Commission

agreed to modify its opinion to recognize the unique position of the

United States Government.

On February 3, 1967, therefore, the Commission released a memorandum
opinion (copy attached) terminating the proceeding and authorizing the
terrestrial carriers to provide service to the DOD. DOD had agreed
in advance to assign the Comsat contract to the terrestrial carriers as
a quid pro quo for the establishment of composite rates which would afford
substantial savings to the Government on a global basis. The composite

2/ The contract contained a clause permitting its assignment to the
terrestrial carriers if the Government so chose.
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rates were about half way between the satellite rates and the previously

existing cable rates.-3/

We accepted the FCC disposition of the matter as in the best interests

of the Government at the time, primarily because it would allow

substantial savings to the Government in its procurement of international

communication services and also because it recognized that special

position of the Government vis-a-vis the direct procurement of services

from Comsat.

To be perfectly clear, the revised FCC authorized user decision leaves

wide open the question of who--the FCC or the Executive Branch-- has

the right to make the final decision as to whether a Government agency

can go directly to Comsat in a particular case. However, the revised

opinion does recognize not only the responsibility of the DTM in this area,

but also that Comsat may be authorized to provide service directly to the

Government whenever such direct service is "in the national interest."

Thus, the Commission modified the "unique and exceptional" test for

direct Government procurement. The present status of the matter is

that there is a "gentlemen's agreement" between the Executive Branch

and the FCC whereby the Commission has agreed to look to the DTM

as the focal point in those cases where a department or agency wishes

to procure service directly from Comsat. Before a direct procurement

by the Government is permitted the DTM must certify to the Commission

that the direct procurement is in the "national interest," but the Commission

has not agreed to accept this certification as binding. Thus, it is possible

that another "thirty circuits" case can develop.

It seems to us that another confrontation will probably not develop with

the FCC if the Executive departments and agencies cooperate with this

office in the development of a sensible policy which is coordinated with

the FCC at the level of the Chairman. We hope that the Commission will

maintain an aggressive policy looking toward progressively lower composite

rates. If, however, this should not prove to be the case the Government

can either seek to re-assert its rights to go directly to Comsat or expand

the services provided in the Government-owned communications satellite

system.

3/ In order to keep this matter as simple as possible, I have not referred to

the complications which were introduced after DCA decided to assign the

Comsat contract to the three record carriers (ITT, WUI, RCAC) and the

Hawaiian Telephone Co. on an apportioned basis, Japan refused to

permit WUI to provide service there; Thailand would deal only with RCAC;

and the Philippine Government expressed the wish to continue to deal

directly with Comsat. The matter was finally resolved in May 1968,

after lengthy negotiations between DCA, the State Dept., the carriers, 
arid

the foreign governments concerned.
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For your convenience, I have attached copies of the FCC opinions of

July 21, 1966 and February 3, 1967; my letters to Chairman Hyde o
f

June 28, 1966 and January 31, 1967; and the letter from Assistant

Attorney General Reynquist to the Legal Adviser of the State Department
,

dated April 29, 1969.

D. O'Connell

Attachments
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OFFICL OF THE DIRECTOR

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

June 28, 1966

The Honorable Rosel H. Hyde
Chairman
Federal Communications Commission
Washington, D. C. 20554

Dear Mr. Chairman:

I appreciate your taking the time last Tuesday to discuss the matter
of Government utilization of communications satellite services. I also
appreciate your calling me on Thursday to advise that the Commission
would be issuing a Public Notice that day which would state, among
other things, that the Communications Satellite Corporation (COMSAT)
would be authorized to provide service directly to the Government only
in those cases where there are unique or exceptional circtunstances
warranting the authorization. My staff and I have studied the Public
Notice. As you realize, we are disappointed that the Commission
contemplates taking a pozition which would attempt to restrict the right
of procurement of communications satellite services by the Government.
As I pointed out to .you in our meeting on Tuesday, we are of the opinion
that Congress gave the Government the right to directly procure
communications satellite services from COMSAT.

Based upon our meeting of last Tuesday, I feel that there may be some
misunderstanding as to our position in this matter. The main reason
I am writing now is to clarify that position to the extent that it may not
be completely understood by the Commission.

In the first place, I recognize the Commission's concern that commercial
communications satellite service should be implemented in a way which
is not unduly disruptive to established communication systems.

We recognize the Commission's right to prescribe the relationship that
ought to exist between COMSAT and the carriers. We disagree, however,
with the Commission's position that it has the authority, under the
Communications Satellite Act of 1962 and/or the Communications Act
of 1934, to prescribe the conditions under which the Government can
obtain service from COMSAT.
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The Honorable Rosel H. Hyde

This subject has been discussed with other departments and agencies
of the Executive Branch, including the Department of Justice. All arc
in complete agreement that the Communications Satellite Act of 1962
clearly designates the Federal Government as an authorized user.
I wish to make it clear, however, that the Department of Justice is the
appropriate agency to speak on any legal interpretations involved.

Aside from the question of Congressional intent as expressed in the
Communications Satellite Act of 1962, I would like to point out some
of the effects which can be foreseen if the Commission should rule to
regulate COMSAT's right to provide service to the Government or to
affect the Government's authority to deal directly with COMSAT.

A major purpose served by the Communications Satellite Act in granting
the Government authority to deal directly with COMSAT will be to
expedite the furnishing of service under any•conditions, particularly
emergencies. In the past, formal procedures and legal restrictions
have sometimes created delay and uncertainty concerning the provision
of common carrier services to the Government. The Government needs
an assured and uncomplicated responsiveness in the provision of all
types of communication services if it is to cope adequately with the
world requirements of the present day. Unless the provision of
communication services can be made adequately responsive to the needs
of the Government, it would appear important to review the general
question of whether the Government should continue the policy of relying
upon the common carrier/regulatory systems for the provision of the
bulk of its services.

You know that our policy position has been to utilize the common carriers
to the maximum extent possible considering resposiveness,
assurances of service in the shortest possible time, and reasonable
comparative costs. We have been working toward the development of
an over-all pattern of procedures which would permit both this office
and the Commission to seek new and more responsive ways for the
common carrier/regulatory systems to meet the needs of the Government.
The Commission's Public Notice indicates an entirely different approach
to this serious problem. It is my hope that a careful review of Govern-
mental needs in the present day will make it possible for us to work
together toward the improvements that. are needed.
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The Honorable Rosel I. Hyde

I am also hopeful that we can avoid the necessity of a lengthy review
of this matter in the courts and in the Congress.

It has never been our position that because the Government has the
right to procure services directly from COMSAT that such right
should be exercised indiscriminately and without taking into account
the impact that such direct acquisition of services may have on the
industry. I should also make it clear that even in those instances
where direct service is authorized we have always recognized the
right of the FCC to establish rate schedules as well as to issue
appropriate licenses and permits.

The question of cost is also an important clement of this matter.
On the basis of the recent common carrier tariff filings for cable
circuits in the Pacific, the charges proposed by COMSAT for the
half-circuit cost associated with a current Department of Defense
procurement amounted to an over-all saving on the order of $6 million
for 30 voice channels over a 3-year period. These savings are
obviously substantial and in the interest of Government economy
should be given serious consideration.

Since the Commission has, in the past, followed the policy of respecting
the findings of the Executive Branch with respect to matters of urgency
and military necessity, I am assuming that the Commission does not
intend to change this policy and to enter upon an alternate course of
questioning the nature of Governmental need of contracts placed for
the provision of communications satellite services.

In view of the potential problems and conflicts introduced by that portion
of the Commission's Public Notice of June 23, 1966, which deals with
the U.S. Government as an authorized user, I would like to suggest
reconsideration by the Commission and further effort to reach a
cooperative policy which will better serve the needs of the Federal
Government..

Sincerelr,

2 J . D. O'Connell
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PUBLIC NOTICE -C

July 21, 1965

FCC" ISSUES FORMi,I., OPINION ig KATITER
OF COMSAT "AUTHORIZED USER" SERVICES

The Commission has adoPted a Memorandum Opinion and Statement
of Policy in its inquiry into legal and policy questions ceacernin:;
authorization relating to the provision of satellite communications
services by ComSat directly to non-carriers. (Docket No. 16053) As
stated in an advance announcement (Public Notice of June 23, 1966, FCC 66-
563), the Commission has concluded that: (a) ComSat may, as a matter of
law, be authorized to provide service directly to non-carrier entities;
(b) ComSat is to be primarily a carrier's carrier and in ordinary cir-
cumstances users of satellite facilities should be served by the terres-
trial carriers; and (c) in unique and exceptional circumstances ComSat
may be authorized to provide services directly to non-carrier users,
therefore, the authorization to ComSat to provide services directly is
dependent, upon the nature of the service, i.e., unique or exceptional,
rather than the identity of the user. The policy recognizes that the
United States Government has a special position, because of its unique
or national interest requirements and that ComSat therefore may be
authorized to provide service directly to the Government, if such service
is required to meet unique governmental needs or if otherwise required
in the national interest, in circumstances where the Government's needs
cannot be effectively met under the carrier's carrier approach. The
Yemorandum Opinion also indicated the nature of the procedures to be
followed by GoeT1Sat seeking authority to provide service to non-carriers.

These conclusions are based upon Commission deteminations
that the terrestrial carriers cannot under existing law themse:ves be
licensed to operate the international space segment and therefore cannot
compete effectively with ComSat in furnishing satellite service to
the public. ComSat is not and does not propose to be a full service
carrier meeting directly the needs of the vast majority of users
international services for all classes of coeenunication sez:vicese. e

;;.to other tenic,ae or exee:Jtional cfrcu.letene?s, tl-le basic
rpoees of Corvreee in e:ese.ef.:::- the ..:etellite. Act. -- re.:77.ee'tioe.

.:.. Z; S

wou...id be frustrated. A requirement that, except in Ueiwee
•

and extraordinary circumstanees; .Users take service from the terrestrial
carriers, should not have ad-,•erse effects upon either CemSzt or the users

(over)



but instead 'should make it possible to reduce rates for all classes
of users.

' The Commission also announced that, in furtherance of the
aforementioned statutory policy with respect to rates, it e:pects the
comthOn carriers promptly to give further review to their current rate
schedules and file revisions which fully reflect the economies made
available through the leasing of circuits in the satellite system.
Failure of the carriers to do so promptly and effectively, the Commission
stated, will require the Commission to take such actions as are appro-
priate.



Before the

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

Washington, D. C. 20554

In the Matter of

Authorized entities and author-

ized users under the Communica-

tions Satellite Act of 1962

FCC 66-677

86505

Docket No. 16058

MEMORANDUM OPINION

AND STAMIENT OF POLICY

By the Commission: Commissioner Johnson not participating.

Preliminary Statement

I. During April, May and June, 1965, the Commission

received requests from several concerns (including press wire services,

a newspa?er, a television network, and an airline) for information

regarding procedures to be followed in order that such concerns might

be authorized to obtain satellite telecommunication services direct
ly

from the Communications Satellite Corporation (ComSat). On May 2S, 1965,

ComSat forwarded to the Commission its initial tariff, offering 
channels

of communication via satellite to communications common carriers only.

In an accompanying letter of transmittal, the Corporation stated 
that

in the event that any other entities, foreign or domestic, were to be

authorized to obtain channels directly from ComSat, it would expect to

supplement its tariff to provide for the offering of such channels.

2. On June 16, 1965, the Commission issued a Notice of

Inquiry stating that the foregoing developments presented issues

concerning the extent to which, as a matter of law, entities in the

United States other than communications common' carriers can be 
author-

ized, under the Communications Satellite Act of 1962 (Satellite Act),

to obtain telecommunication services directly from ComSat; the e
xtent

to which, as a matter of policy, such entities should be authorized

to obtain services; the nature and scope of such services; the type

of entities which may be deemed eligible to obtain the services; the

nature and extent of the authorization required; and the policies 
and

procedures which the Commission should establish to govern applications

for such authorization.
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3. Legal briefs and comments were received on or before

November 1, 1965, from Aeronautical Radio, Inc. (ARINC) and the Air

Transport.Association of America (ATAA), filing jointly; the American

Telephone and Telegraph Company (AT&T); the Columbia Broadcasting

Sytem, Inc. (CBS); the Communications Satellite Corporation (ComSat);

the Administrator of General Services (GSA); the GT&E Service Corpora-

tion (GT&E); the Hawaiian Telephone Company (Hawaiian); the Inter-

national Business Machines Corporation (IBM); the International Educa-

tional Broadcasting Corporation (IEBC); ITT World Communications, Inc.

(ITT); Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc.; the Communications

Committee of the National Association of Manufacturers (NAM); United

Press International, Inc. (UPI); the United States Independent Tele-

phone Association (USITA); Western Union International, Inc. (WUI);

and the Western Union Telegraph Company (Wu).

4. In addition to the briefs and comments received from

the above listed parties, general colainents or statements were received

from American Broadcasting Companies, Inc. (ABC); the American Connuni-

cations Association (ACA); the American Newspaper Publishers Associa-

tion (ANPA); the American Petroleum Institute (API); the American Truck-

ing Association (ATA); the Associated Press (AP); the Communications

Workers of America AFL-CIO (CWA); Dow Jones & Company, Inc.; Eastern

Airlines, Inc.; RCA Communications, Inc. (RCAC); and the Washington

Post Company (the Post).

5. On or before January 3, 1966, reply comments were

received from ARINC and ATAA filing jointly; AT&T; the Association

of American Railroads (AAR); ComSat; GSA; Hawaiian; IBM; ITT Worldcom;

RCAC; WUI; and WU.

6. An analysis of the briefs, comments and reply comments

indicates that the filing paries have focused primarily on the initial

question of the Notice of Inquiry, i.e., the extent to which, as a

'natter of law, entities in the United States other than communications

common carriers may be granted access to the facilities and services

of ComSat. The second point to 'which attention was given is the

question of policy relating to non-carrier access to the satellite

system directly through ComSat. Relatively few parties addressed

themselves to the questions of the nature of authorized entities,

the nature and scope of authorized services, and the policies and

procedures to be adopted by the Commission for handling and disposing

of applications for authorization of direct access to the satellite

system.
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7. We shall discuss first the basic legal questions

raised and then the policy issues. However, the two are inter-

related and aspects of policy are necessarily developed in the

ensuing discussion of the legal issues.

Basic Legal Issues

8. The critical question is the extent to which the

Satellite Act contemplates, permits or requires that ComSat be

authorized to provide service directly to entities other than

carriers. In general, respondents to our Notice took one of the

following positions:

(a) The terrestrial carriers allege that the

Satellite Act does not contemplate or permit ComSat

to be authorized to provide service to any non-carrier

entity, with the possible exception of the Government;

(b) The non-carrier entities allege that the

Act contemplates that ComSat should be permitted to

provide service to them and that the Commission

should issue authorizations upon appropriate find-

ings that the particular service sought would be

in the public interest;

(c) The Administrator of General Services

(GSA) alleges that ComSat is authorized by the

Satellite Act to provide service directly to the

Government without restriction or limitation

whenever the Government desires to take such

service;

(d) ComSat alleges that it should provide

service to non-carriers when (i) the 
carriers

fail to provide a requested service via satellite

although capacity is available; (ii) there is a

need for development of technology or provision

of new satellite services and then only during the

early developmental stage; and (iii) in 
which and

any other case there is a finding that 
the public

interest would be served by the author
ization. ComSat

also took the position that it is auth
orized by the

Satellite Act to provide service directl
y to the

Government in any instance when the 
Government requests

service.
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9. Wo note that the term "authorized u
sers" appears

twice in the S,Itellito Act. The first time is in the section

setting forth the policy and purp
ose of the Act where, among other

things, it is declared that "It is
 the intent of Congress that all

authorized users shall have nondisc
riminatory access to the system

" (Section 102(c)). The second time is among the powers and

purposes of ComSat when it is stat
ed that ComSat is authorized "to

contract with authorized users, inc
luding the United States Govern-

ment, for the services of the commun
ications satellite system ..."

(Section 305(b)(4)). Reference is also made to another te
rm

"authorized entities" in Section 305(a)
(2), which states that ComSat

may "furnish, for hire, channels 
of communication to United States

communications common carriers and to o
ther authorized entities,

foreign and domestic " Neither the term "authoriz
ed user" nor

"authorized entity" is defined in the
 Satellite Act, nor is the use

of the different terms, "channels of 
communications" in 305(a)(2)

and"service of the communications satel
lite system" in Section 305

(b)(4), explained in the Act or the 
legislative history. In addition

to those terms the Satellite Act makes
 reference to%uthorized carriers

particularly in Section 201(c)(2) and (c
)(7). This term is defined

in Section 103(7) as part of the de
finition of'bommunications common

carrier". 1/

Communications Satellite Act of 1962, S
ection 103(7):

As used in this Act, and unless the 
context otherwise

requires -- the term ''communications common
 carrier''

has the same meaning as the term 'common 
carrier' has

when used in the Communications Act of 193
4, as amend-

ed, and in addition includes, but only for 
purposes

of Sections 303 and 304, any individual, 
partnership,

association, joint-stock company, trust, 
corporation,

or other entity which owns or controls, 
.directly or

indirectly, or is under direct or in
direct common

control with,any such carrier; and the 
term 'authorized

carrier', except as otherwise provided
 for purposes of

section 304 by section 304(b)(1), means
 a communica-

tions common carrier which has been 
authorized by the

Federal Communications Commission under
 the Communica-

tions Act of 1934, as amended, to prov
ide, services by

means of communications satellites.



The Contention That "Users" and "
Entities" Are "Carriers".

10. AT&T contends that because there are 
different

possible categories of "carriers" it was 
necessary "to recognize

in the language of Section 305 that C
omSat could deal with foreign

entities authorized by the Commission to a
ct as carriers here in

the United States." (AT&T brief, Nov. 1, 1965, p. 13). AT&T also

claims "it must be recognized that there are U
nited States tele-

communications entities which operate off
ices abroad, such as RCA

Communications, Inc. and Globe Wireless, 
Ltd." (Ibid.) It is not

explained why both classes of entities are
 not reasonably to be

considered as included in the term "carr
iers", but AT&T concludes

that because of the non-domestic status of 
these "carriers" they

had to be referred to as "entities" or "
users" in the Act. This

contention completely ignores the langua
ge of Section 305(a)(2)

and (b)(4) and the broad language of Sec
tion 102(c).

11. In particular, Section 305(a)(2) r
efers to "United

States communications common carriers and 
to other authorized enti-

ties, foreign and domestic." In Section 305(b)(4) the Act pr
ovides

that ComSat is authorized "to contract wi
th authorized users, including

the United States Goverment. ..:'In these
 provisions it is clear that

Congress contemplated that ComSat could b
e authorized to provide ser-

vice directly to entities other than c
ommon carriers. We note that

that finding is further supported by the 
declaration in Section 102(c)

that, "It is the intent of Congress that all 
authorized users shall

have nondiscriminatory access to the system 
Since "authorized

users" may include the United States Gover
nment, a non-carrier

(Section 305(b)(4)), and since under the Act 
ComSat may be authorized

to furnish channels for hire to carriers and 
"other authorized enti-

ties, foreign and domestic", the terms "
authorized users" and

"authorized entities" must include more than
 only "communications

common carriers." We therefore reject the contention th
at the terms

"carriers", "entities" and "users", as used i
n the Satellite Act,

are synonymous, and must be read'as synony
mous.

12. ITT Worldcom contends that in view of t
he necessity

for any "authorized user" to utilize earth termi
nal station facili-

ties for access to the satellite system, and
 in view of the specific

language of the Act, particularly Section 
201(c)(7), limiting

authorized construction and operation of 
satellite earth terminal '

station9 to ComSat and "authori
zed carriers":
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"the term 'authorized users' in Section 305(b)(4)

can thus include only those authorized to use

the satellite system to create telecommunications

channels pursuant to authority to operate a satel-

lite terminal. No one else: neither television

networks, news wire services, nor other users

of leased channels are or can be within the scope

of the term." (Brief, October 29, 1965, pp. 7-8)

ITT is confusing authorized operation with access. Authority to operate

satellite terminal stations is limited as ITT alleges. However, Congress

differentiated between the two matters by its statement in Section 102
(c)

that: "... it is the intent of Congress that all authorized users sh
all

have nondiscriminatory access to the system" (emphasis supplied). 
In

view of this statement of intent and in the absence of any provision

excluding any entity not an operator from access to the system, 
we.

reject ITT's contention that to be a user of the system one must 
be

eligible to construct and operate a satellite terminal facility.

The Contention That the  Commission is Emoowered Only 

To Authorize  Carrier Access to the Satellite System.

13. AT&T, RCAC and others point out that, as a matter of

law, the Commission may exercise only those powers expressly 
delegated

to it by Congress. All concur that the Satellite Act empowers the

Commission to authorize "carriers" to use and have access 
to the

facilities of the satellite system. However, RCAC, after citing

selected provisions of Section 201(c), contends that "thes
e are the

only provisions of the Satellite Act which grant the Com
mission the

power to authorize use of the satellite system and, as i
s evident,

they are limited to carriers." (Statement of RCAC, November 1, 1965,

p. 4).

14. We agree that the provisions of Section 201(c) of the

Satellite Act delegate to the Commission positive pow
er to assure

equitable and nondiscriminatory access to the satelli
te system by

communications common carriers. We believe, however, that this

provision was inserted because of the fact that ComSat was
 to serve

primarily as a carrier's carrier. Heretofore, under the Communica-

tions Act of 1934, as amended, the rendering or service by a carrier
to a carrier has not been considered a common carrier func

tion subject

to regulation in the same way as service to the public. Instead, such

control as the Commission found essential has been exercised by
 the

imposition of conditions in instruments of authorization. Congress was



fully aware of this situation and made both general and specific
provisions to assure that the Commission had ample direct legis-
lative authority to deal with the matter. In Section 401 of
the Satellite Act it made the services rendered by one carrier
to another a regulated service,and in Section 201(c)(2) speci-
fically spelled out how this requirement was to be implemented

in the case of access to, earth terminals.

15. A similar situation does not obtain with respect

to any possible service ComSat may be authorized to provide
to non-carrier entities. The Satellite Act provides specifically
(Section 401) that ComSat is deemed a common carrier within the
definition of that term in the Communications Act and is fully

subject to the provisions of Titles II and III of the Communica-
tions Act not inconsistent with the Satellite Act. Thus, any
non-carrier entity whom ComSat might be authorized to serve is
already guaranteed just and reasonable charges by Section 201(b)
of the Communications Act and protected against unjust or unreason-
able discrimination in charges, practices, classification, regulations,
facilities or services by Section 202 of that Act. -These
provisions are further implemented by detailed requirements for
tariff filing and powers given the Commission to prescribe charges
and practices. Under these circumstances no additional provisions
were necessary to protect the rights of non-carrier entities.
The carriers would have us read Section 201(c)(2) of the Satellite
Act as a directive to exclude all non-carrier entities from access

to the system. The above discussion makes it clear that the
carriers are attempting to convert a shield included by Congress

to protect them against possible improper acts into a sword to
strike down others who might seek to be given such access under
other provisions of law. This is not what Congress meant by this
provision. The Satellite Act must be read as a whole and administered
to give effect to its general purposes. We therefore reject this

contention of the carriers.
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he  Con:on:jou Thit- rho Commiion Is Without Guidelines 

Ov Cviteri:1 To Authorize Non-Carrier Access.

16. The carriers contend that the Satellite Act 
contains no standards

pursuant to which the Commission might authorize access
 to the system by

any entity other than a communications common carrier. 
The Satellite Act

and the expressly incorporated Communications Act provid
e for necessary

determinations of this kind by the Commission. The Communications Act

directs that the Commissio;1, acting in accordance with t
he standard of

public convenience, interest, or necessity, grant radio licenses

(Section 307(a)); "prescribe the nature of the service to be 
rendered by

each class of licensed stations and each station within any 
class"

(Section 303(b)); study new uses for radio and generally 
encourage the

larger and more effective use of radio in the public inter
est (Section

303(g)); and make such rules and regulations and prescribe 
such restric-

tions and conditions, not inconsistent with law, as may be 
necessary to

carry out the provisions of the Act. (Section 303(r)). 2! 
Complementing

these provisions, which are expressly incorporated into the 
Satellite Act

(Section 401 of that Act), the Satellite Act itself contains 
the declara-

tion that "It is the intent of Congress that all authorized 
users shall

have nondiscriminatory access to the system; . . . [and] 
that the Corporation

created under this Act be se organized and operated as to 
maintain and

strengthen competition in the provision of communications 
services to the

public.. ."(Section 102(c)). To implement this intent, the Commission 
is

directed to "make rules and regulations to carry out the 
provisions of this

Act." (Satellite Act, Section 201(c)(11)).

17. Congress thus specified the necessary broad 
standards or

guidelines to be followed by the Commission in making 
requisice judgments.

NBC v. U.S., 319 U.S. 190 (1943). It did not establish or detailed

criteria for regulation of new and dynamic techni
ques of communication.

See Philadelohia Television Broadcasting, Co. v. 
FCC,  U.S. App. D.C.

 , 359 F.2d 282, decided March 28, 1966. Rather, Congress left to

the informed discretion or the Commission the establishm
ent of the methods,

procedures, and particular criteria for authorization o
f provision of ser-

vices by communications common carriers to other carrie
rs and the general

public. The Commission is to make its judgment based upon an
 evaluation

of the often changing situation and the Congressional co
ncern with the

public interest in (1) encouraging wider and more. effecti
ve use of radio

techniques; (2) assuring that competition is maintained 
and strengthened

in the provision of communication services to the public
; (3) assuring that

2, Further, Section 201(b) provides that communications b
y wire or radio

subject to this Act may be classified into such ". . .
 classes as the

Co:::.iiission. nay decide to be just and reasonable. . .".



access to the satellite system shal
l be available to all authorized users

on a nondiscriminatory and equit
able basis; and (4) assuring that the bene-

fits of new technology shall be 
reflected in service made available to the

public through both improvements in the q
uality of service and the realiza-

tion of all possible economies. The standards established by the Communications

Act for authorizing carriers to provi
de service to the public are applicable

to satellite services as well as 
to other telecommunication services. The

contention that the Commission cannot authorize 
ComSat to provide non-

carrier users direct access to the satellite system
 because there are no

guidelines#or standards for#20such authorization is, 
therefore, without merit.

The Contention that the Legislative History OF  the Act 

Indicates Conaressional Intent to Limit Access E
xclusive-

ly to Carriers.

18. We think that the Act clearly empowers the Commi
ssion to

authorize ComSat to provide service to entities other 
than carriers. The

legislative history of the Satellite Act further supp
orts this conclusion.

ComSat was intended# by Congress to serve primarily as a 
carrier's carrier,

that is, ComSat is to use its licensed facilities p
rimarily to provide

satellite capacity to other carriers which in turn wi
ll utilize such capa-

city, together with all of their other facilities (
e.g., cable, HF radio,

scatter systems), to furnish service to the using p
ublic. But the legisla-

tive history of the Act indicates Congressional 
intent that entities

other than communications common carriers could be au
thorized#direct access

to the satellite system under appropriate circumstanc
es. In a speech made

on the floor of the Senate immediately prior to Senat
e passage of the

Satellite Act (108 Cong. Rec. 16920), Senator John O.
 Pastore explained

that ". . . the satellite corporation under H.R. 1104
0 will serve mainly 

the carriers" (emphasis added). Significantly, he did not say that ComSat

would serve exclusively as a carrier's carrier.

19. On February 7, 1962, President Kennedy submitted 
a proposal

to the Congress calling for establishment of a priv
ately owned communica-

tions satellite corporation in which carriers were 
to have a share of ownership.

The President's letter of transmittal states that the admini
stration's pro-

posed bill sets forth "purposes and powers of the 
new corporation (which)

would include furnishing for hire channels of communi
cation to authorized

users, including the U.S. Government." In the course of subsequent hearings,

testimony was heard from all Government agencies concerne
d with the legisla-

tion, several Senators, communications common#20carri
ers, and other interested

persons. The comprehensive and detailed Committee Report on the bill
, de-

livered by Senator Pastore from the Senate Committee on
 Commerce on June 11,

1962, states:

It will be the purpose of the Corporation to plan, init
iate,

construct, own, manage and operate, in conjunction with foreign

governments#and business entities, a commercial communications

satellite system, including satellite terminal stations when



licensed therefor by the Federal Communications Commission.

It will also be its purpcIe to furnish for hire channels of

communication to United States communications common carriers

who, in turn, will use such channels in furnishing their

common carrier communications services to the public. Provision

is also made whereby the corporation may furnish such channels 

for hire to other authorized entities, foreign and domestic. 

(pp. 10-11) (Emphasis added).

Thus, both the President's message transmitting the bill to Congress, and

the Report of the Senate Commerce Committee recognized that the Corp
oration

could be authorized to render telecommunication services to entities othe
r

than communications common carriers. We conclude that it was the intent

of Congress that the Commission could 
authoriza ComSat to afford access

to the satellite system by non-carrier entit
ies upon a proper finding that

such access would serve the public interest and com
port with the purposes

and policies of the Satellite Act.

Authorization of Non-Carriers to Deal With ComSat Must 

Be Regulated by the Commission and Be On A Specified Basi
s. 

20. ComSat can thus be authorized to serve non-carriers direct
ly.

But it does not follow, as some of the non-carriers appear to contend,
 that

such authorization is to be left unregulated -- that ComSat a
nd the non-

carriers are free to contract as they wish. Were that the case, ComSat

could readily become, to a very substantial extent, a common carrier 
dealing

directly with the public. But as stated (par. 18), and indeed acknowledged

by all parties, ComSat was and is to serve primarily as a common carrier'
s

common carrier. 3/ Further, under unrestricted dealings between ComSat

and non-carriers, large users might tend to contract directly with C
omSat,

while members of the general public are left to deal with the carriers.

In such circumstances, it would be clearly impossible for the Commission

to carry out its responsibility under Section 201(c)(5) to • . .insure that

any economies made possible by a communications satellite system are appro-

priately reflected in rates for public communication service." We also

note here our responsibility under the Communications Act to conduct our

regulatory activities in such fashion,

. . .as to make available, so far as possible, to all the

people of the United States a rapid, efficient, Nation-wide,

and world-wide wire and radio communication service with

adequate facilities at reasonable charges. . ."

3/ Senate Committee on Commerce, Report No. 1584, June 11, 1962, pp. 18,

28-29; see also remarks by Senator Pastore on the floor of the Senate, 108

Cong. Roc. 16920.
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There is another basic tenet of th
e Satellite Act which would be violat

ed

by unrestricted dealings between C
omSat and non-carriers. At least insofar-

as international common carrier 
communications services are concerned, C

omSat

is given a virtual statutory 
monopoly position with#respect to the op

eration

of the space segment of the commer
cial communications satellite system. 

See

Sections 102(d) and 305(a)(1) of the Act
. The Commission is not given author-

ity to license any other United St
ates carrier to operate the space seg

ment

of a satellite system to provide i
nternational communication service; 

instead,

suchcarriers must procure the space segment 
facilities from ComSat. Clearly,

if there were to be unrestricted d
ealings of ComSat with the public, it wo

uld

mean that ComSat would be using its mono
poly position to the detriment of

the other carriers and, indeed, to depri
ve them of the opportunity to serve

segments of the public under fair and equitabl
e conditions.

21. Direct access by non-carriers to the satellite
 system must

therefore be regulated in such manner as to insure 
consistency with the

Acts' purposes and with ComSat's primary rol
e as a common carrier's common

carrier. There is no question but that such regulation is 
a function

which the Commission must discharge. This follows from the provisions of

the Communications Act and the Satellite Act cited 
in par. 16. Just as the

Commission is to authorize the communications common 
carrier, so also it

is the agency to specify the "other authorized" d
omestic entities#re-

ferred to in Section 305(a)(2) ( and see. 305(b)(4)); 
indeed, the user

must be "authorized" and no one can seriously argue,
 in light of the

statutory scheme, that such authorization can stem fro
m other than this

agency. 4/ For, under Section 401 of the Satellite A
ct, ComSat is

designated as a communications common carrier subject to 
the provisions

of Titles II and III of the Communications Act. In the process of

issuing authorizations to ComSat as a common carrier an
d reviewing its

tariffs, the Commission is required, under the public i
nterest standard,

to take into account and specify the conditions under 
which ComSat can

depart from its primary role as a common carrier's carr
ier and provide

service directly to the public. 5/ Further, it is the Commission's

4/ Significantly, the "authorized#user" provision
 in Section 305 is

in the section setting forth "the purposes 
and powers of the corpora-

tion"; the corporation, in turn, is subject 
to the regulation of the

Commission ("the FCC shall be responsible for t
he regulation of the

corporation", Sen. Rept. 1584, 87th Cong., 2d Ses
s., p. 12).

5/ There is nothing unusual about
 the concept of a special purpose

carrier. The Commission has, since its inception, lic
ensed Press Wire-

less, Inc., except in unique circum
stances, to handle only press traffic.

The contention of ARINC and ATAA 
that "there would appear to be no need

for the Commission additionally
 to undertake the unprecedented action of

regulating users of ComSat" (Commen
ts of ARINC and ATAA, November 1, 1965

p. 12), is thus based upon a mis
conception of the Commission's role.
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responsibility to issue regulat
ions or policy statements to in

sure

that authorized users have 
nondiscriminatory access to the 

system.

Sec Sections 102(c); 201(c)
 (11) of the Satellite Act. Finally, we

note here that the intent of 
Congress was stated by then D

eputy

Attorney General Katzcnbach in r
esponse to questions from Sen

ator

Kefauver regarding use of the serv
ices of ComSat for various p

urposes,

including weather reporting:

"You have to have an agency [t
he Federal Communi-

cations Commission] which is g
oing to control

these users, which is going to a
ct in the govern-

mental interest . ." 6 /

The Government's Position As 
Authorized 

User - GSA's Contentions.

22. We turn now to consideration of t
he Government's

position as an authorized user. There is no question but th
at the

Government is to be included in the 
category of "authorized user".

Sec Section 305 (b) (4). We disagree, however, with GS
A's assertion

that ComSat may provide direct satellit
e communications service t

o

the Government, without any limitation or
 restriction. Rather, the

,Satellite Act makes clear that ComSat's
 direct dealings with the

Government must be of such a nature as to
 be consistent with the Act's

purposes and objectives. Thus, ComSat is authorized in Secti
on 305

to furnish channels of communication " . . . 
to other authorized

entities . . ." ((a) (2)) and "to contrac
t with authorized users,

including the United States  Government . . .", in "order to ac
hieve

the objectives and to carry out the purposes of
 the Act" (emphasis

supplied). These provisions must therefore be read in 
terms of the

objectives and purposes of the Act. Section 102 (c) sets forth the

following pertinent purposes:

. . . It is the intent of Congress th
at all

authorized users shall have nondiscrimi
natory

access to the system; that . . . the cor
pora-

tion created under this Act be so . . . 
operated

as to maintain and strengthen competition
 in

the provision of communications service
s to

the public . . ."

6/ Hearings before the Subc
ommittee on Antitrust and Monopoly

of the Senate Committee on the Ju
diciary, 87th Cong., 2d Sess.,

pp. 55-56 (1962).
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23. Some further brief comment upon the last 
listed

statutory purpose is appropriate. Were ComSat to be operated

as GSA urges -- unrestricted direct deal
ings with the Government --

the result, as we develop with specific 
figures (sec par. ),

would not be to maintain or strengthen 
competition in the provision

of communications services to the public
. Rather, it would seriously

weaken the competitive forces. Section 201 (a) (6) lends added

support to the Congressional intent to maintain
 or strengthen compe-

tition in the provision of communications ser
vices to the public.

The main thrust of that section is to insur
e that satellite facili-

ties provided by ComSat will be utilized for ge
neral governmental

purposes except where a separate system is required 
in the national

interest. See Senate Report No. 1319, 87th Cong. 2d Sess.,
 p. 4, 7/

Senate Report No. 1584, 87th Cong., 2d Sess., p. 15.

24. The foregoing considerations are thus co
nsistent with

the general concept pervading the Satellite Act of 
ComSat as a

monopoly (insofar as the space segment of intern
ational communica-

tions is concerned) and as primarily a carrier's c
arrier, created

to provide at least the space segment of internation
al communications

as part of an improved global communications networ
k consisting of

all means of providing such communications se
rvices, so that lower

rates should be possible to all the using public. 
There is, we

believe, every indication in the statute that the 
nature and extent

of direct dealings between ComSat and GSA or any 
other government

agency, in its role as a user, must be consider
ed in the light of

the effect of such dealings upon the statutory 
scheme, the rights

of the other carriers in the face of ComSat's 
monopoly, the total

global network of services, which includes cables,
 HF radio and

other media as well as satellite facilities, an
d the quality of

services or charges to the general using public.

J_/ The Committee, which originated the p
rovision essentially in

the form in which it now stands, described the 
provision in the

following terms: that the President is to rtlake 
necessary

steps to insure utilization of the commercial 
system for general

governmental purposes whenever there is no 
requirement for a

separate communications system to meet unique 
governmental needs".

Senate Report No. 1319, p. 4.
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25. This does not mean that the Government does not

have a special status under the Satellite Act. As shown by the

provision in Section 305 (b) (4), it clearly does. 
We believe

-that the explicit specification of the Government as
 an author-

ized user stemmed from Congressional recognition of the
 special

or unique nature of the communications needs that may 
arise in

the Government's case, precisely because of the special
 or unique

functions of the Government. We believe that the standard for

direct dealings between ComSat and the Government is 
thus embodied

in the Act in the sections dealing with the somew
hat related

question of a separate Government system -- namel
y, if such deal-

ing "is required to meet unique governmental 
needs, or is other-

wise required in the national interest" (Section 
201(a) (6);

Section 102 (d)). Clearly, if resort can be had to a 
separate

governmental system in order to meet unique Go
vernment needs or if

otherwise required in the national interest, a 
fortiori, such

circumstances warrant departure from the car
rier's carrier approach

if that approach.would not effectively meet the
 Government's

unique needs or the national interest. In short, we stress our

full recognition that in the Government's c
ase, unique or national

interest circumstances can and do arise wh
ere the needs of the

Government cannot be effectively met under
 the carrier's carrier

approach. The authorization to ComSat to meet
 the needs of NASA's

Apollo project through specially designed system i a current

example of such unique circumstances. See also Bendix Aviation 

Corp. v. United States, 106 U.S. App. D.C.
 304, 272 F 2d 533,

cert. den., 361 U.S. 965. We emphasize that in all cases wh
ere

such national interest circumstances exi
st, we shall act promptly

to authorize ComSat to provide service 
directly to the Government

at just and reasonable rates.



Basic  Policy Israu,s

26. In reaching our basic policy determinations we are aware that in

this instance we are not confronted by a normal competitive sit
uation, namely,

one where one entity throull its initiative, ability or
 inventiveness produces

a cheaper or better means of providing service and thus ca
ptures a market,

Instead; we have a situation where there is an artifical restraint
 upon the

terrestrial carriers. They cannot ordinarily be licensed to provide the es-

sential space segment of the international 
satellite circuits and thus compete

with ComSat on equal terms, b
ut must rely on ComSat which was created to provide

these facilities to them. Sound policy indicates that, absent a statutory

requirement to the contrary, that they should not be required to depend solely

on ComSat for satellite circuits while ComSat is simultaneously allow
ed to

siphon the most profitable part of the business from them. 
Neither

ComSat nor anyone else proposes that ComSat meet the needs of all users, ie.

message, TELEX, and all other switched services. Thus, this is not a situation

where a proposed competitor would meet all or even a major portion of the es-

sential public needs should it supplant the other carriers.

27. No lengthy discussion of the policy considerations is needed since we have

• already covered a number of these considerations in the foregoing treatment of

Sections such as 102(c) and 201(c)(5) of the Satellite Act. In light of those

considerations and the Act's basic concept of Comsat as primarily a carrier Ts

carrier, we believe that it would be in derogation of the policy of the Act to

permit Comsat to compete with the conventional carriers in furnishing to users

those cor-unication services and channels which customarily and conventionally

are or can be furnished by such carriers within the framework of their general

tariff offerings. In other •,:ords, Comsat would be authorized to deal directly

with the users in only those instances where the requirement for satellite

service is of such an exceptional or unique nature that the service must be

tailored to the peculiar needs of the customer and therefore cannot be provided

within the terms and conditions of a general public tariff offering. In this

connection, a current example is the satellite service which Comsat has been

authorized to furnish to NASA for support of the Apollo program. Of course,

Comsat should also be permitted to furnish a satellite service or channel to

a user in any case where the conventional carriers .fail or refuse to meet

reasonable demand therefor, although they are or would be otherwise capable

of doing so in accordance with general tariff offerings.

2. The wisdom of this policy is evident from the serious adverse conse-

quences that would result if Comsat were permitted without limitation to

furnish service in competition with their principal customers for satellite

services and channels - the conventional carriers. In this connection, we have

reviewed the nature of the proposals before us from entities which seek to be

"authorized users" and take service directly from ComSat. It is clear from

the filings herein that the services sought are primarily leased
 channel services,

i.e. service which customarily and conventionally are provided by common car-

riers within the framework of their general tariff offerings, ComSat does not
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me te
propose to, nor does anyo

ne seek to have ComSat, provide ssage legraph,

message telephone, or any othe
r exchange type of service. Yet these exchange-

type services provide the bul
k of the international or transoceanic services

offered, the public. In 1965 there were 24.2 million overseas tel
egrams which

originated in, terminated in
, or transited the United States. In the same

year there were 7.9 million
 telephone calls between the United States and

foreign or overseas point
s or transiting the United States between foreig

n

points. Insofar as TELEX is concerned, in
 1965 there were 3.9 ?illion messages

originating in, terminating in or trans
iting the United States.1 On the

other hand, in 1965 there wer
e a total of about 200 voice-grade circuits (179

to U.S. Government agencies) 
and 400 telegraph-grade circuits (68 to U.S.

Government agencies) leased between th
e United States and overseas points.

Essentially, therefore, only a ver
y small part of the using public using

international communications facilitie
s had sufficient traffic to justify or

require leased circuit facilities.

29. When we turn to the revenue side of the
 picture, we find that reve-

nues from leased circuits provide a
n important, if not indispensable, par

t of

the carriers' total receipts. Thus, in 1965 all overseas carriers, 
voice and

record, other than ComSat, reported that le
ased circuits provided about 16 pe

r

cent of total overseas revenues or some
 $34,900,000 ($25,300,000 from leas

es

to U.S. Government agencies) out of a total
 of $22,700,000. The importance

of revenues from leased circuit traffic b
ecomes manifest when such revenue

s

are compared with the international re
cord carriers' net operating 

revenues

before federal income taxes. Reports to the Commission show that 
in 1965

these carriers, as a whole, had net ope
rating revenues, before federal i

ncome

taxes, of about $20,300,000. Their revenues from leased circuit 
services for

the same year were $20,200,000 ($11,08
3,000 from leases to U.S. Governme

nt

agencies). Because of the relatively low non-f
ixed or variable costs associated

with this service, the loss of such bu
siness could come close to wiping ou

t com-

pletely the record carriers' earnings, u
nless the facilities could be immedi

ately

used for other services and produce su
bstantial revenues, which appears unlikel

y.

30. Separate figures regarding net
 revenues or earnings of telephone

carriers from overseas communicatio
n services are not readily available.

However, data filed with the Co
mmission indicate that total revenues fo

r such

services in 1965 were about $116 
million. Leased circuit services provided

about $14.7 million or 12.7 percent
 of these revenues. In the case of

Hawaiian Telephone Company, the 
ratio of its leased circuit to total reven

ues

is much greater, accounting f
or about one-third of its total gr

oss overseas

revenues.

9/ All figures exclude 
U.S.-Canada and U.S.-Mexico traffic.
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31, The danger of the loss by the terrestrial carriers of existing or

additional •leased circuit bti,iiness to satellite facilities is not merely theo-

retica1.1(l1 A recent complaint filed by ITT World Com, and a press release

issued by Comsat in response thereto, indicate that ComSat would propose to

charge both authorized users and carriers approximately the same amount for

leased circuits and that the amount is substantially below current or

recently proposed charges for leased cable circuits. Accordingly, the ter-

restrial carriers could reasonably be expected to lose a substantial share of thei

leased circuit revenues to ComSat. Under these conditions and in light of

the data set forth above, it could very well be necessary to permit these

carriers to increase rates charged other users in order to enable them

to earn a fair return. Certainly such detriment to the vast majority of

users for the apparent benefit of a few large users would be in derogation

of the objectives of the Act.11/ The fact is that the Satellite Act requires

the opposite result, namely, that the benefits of these lower rates be made

available to all users.

10/ The situation here is not unlike that facing the international telegraph

carriers when AT&T laid its trans-Atlantic high capacity cables which

made voice-grade leased circuits feasible. During 1960 the government

cancelled leases for circuits to Europe with Commercial Cable and

Western Union's cable system resulting in a loss of revenues in that year

of about $0.5 million for each of the carriers as compared with 1959.
The full annual effect of these cancellations was much greater. They

could not compete effectively with AT&T because the latter proposed to

lease voice-grade circuits to them at the same price as it leased these
circuits to the ultimate users. The problems raised by this development

were finally resolved in our TAT IV decision, American Telephone and
Telegraph Company, 37 PCC 1151 (1964), wherein we required that the
necessary cable facilities be owned jointly and excluded AT&T from all

participation in future international voice-data leased business. This

was done because of the effects that provision of such service could

have on the ability of the international record carriers to provide

efficient and economical record services to the public as well as the

fact that the carriers could not be expected to obtain a meaningful
share of the business in competition with AT&T.

111 We say "apparent benefit" because we will show hereinafter that even

most large scale users would probably suffer no economic detriment

by a requirement that they take service from the carriers

.rather than directly from ComSat.
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- 32. In light of GSA's contentions, we believe it appropriate to con-

sider the revenue effects of ComSat providing service on an unlimi
ted

basis to the Government: . We have analyzed above the potential

effect of a loss of leased circuit revenues upon the
 terrestrial carriers.

The Government as a user provided over 707. of total l
eased circuit revenues.

In the case of voice-grade circuits which provide 
the bulk of such revenues,

the Government is an even more important factor as i
t accounted for 907. of the

total number of circuits leased by all users. The importance of revenues from

Government leases to the international telegraph carriers 
and to the Hawaiian

Telephone Company is shown by the table below:

Year 1965

(Thousandsof dollars)

Carrier Total Revenues

rrr World Com
RCAC
p.1 UI
Hawaiian 11/

U.S. Gov't

Net Revenues Total Leased Cir- Leased Circuit

Before F I T. cuit Revenues Revenues a/ 

$29,808 $ 4,546 $ 5,952 $ 3,200

51,054 11,512 11,438 6,433

18,124 2,543 1,924 1,407

14,280 N.A. 4,741 4,606

N.A. - Not available.

a/ Partly estimated.
b/ Data are for overseas services only.
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For each carrier, revenues from se
rvices to the Government are essential to a

fair rate of return and provide a
 sizeable part of its total profit margin.

Thus the loss of a substantial pro
portion of government leased circuit reven

ues

could have serious adverse effect 
upon the carriers. Instead of being able to

reduce rates to reflect the lower costs 
of satellite circuits, they would

probably have to seek substantial rate inc
reases.

33. It might be argued that in our discussion t
hus far we have

ignored the interests of ComSat in our con
cern about the potential effects

of direct service by ComSat to "authorized users." This is not so. It. will

be recalled that ComSat has a virtual monopoly in the 
provision of at least

the space segment for international common car
rier service. Thus, to the extent

that any United Sates user desires to lease s
atellite circuits or to the exte

nt

that ComSat, by selling activities, induces
 users to demand such circuits, th

e

carriers must come to ComSat for at least the 
space segment of the facilities.

Since, as noted above, ComSat's proposed ch
arges to the carriers and other

users would be substantially the same, it s
hould realize substantially the sa

me

revenues whether the carriers or others lease the ci
rcuits from it.

34. We now address ourselves to tle question of 
the effect upon

prospective users of any refusal to permit ComSat to lease circuits 
directly
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to them. It appears to us that in general these users woul
d also benefit frosi

• such a policy. We are mindful of the injunction in Section 204(c) of the

Satellite Act that the Commission shall:

"insure that any economies made possible by a 
communications

_satellite system are appropriately reflected in ra
tes for

public communication cervices;"

Satellite circuits now becoming available should en
able the carriers to secure

facilities at lower costs in relation to terrestrial 
facilities and thereby

permit them to reduce rates to reflect such cost reductions. We there-

fore expect the common carriers promptly to give f
urther review to their current

rate schedules and file revisions which fully reflect
 the economies made avail-

able through the leasing of circuits in the satellite 
system. Failure of the

carriers to do so promptly and effectively will require the
 Commission ro take

such actions as are appropriate. Even though satetlite circuits are rot now and will

not for some time be available to all points to which users
 presently lease

circuits from terrestrial carriers, implementation of this polic
y by the

carriers should also reduce charges to many points to which 
satellite circuits

are not now available. Furthermore, major users, require redundancy and

diversity in their facilities and thus would normally be expecte
d to use a

combination of terrestrial and satellite facilities to the same 
points to

provide such redundancy. These users may very well find that the average

charge per circuit will be less if the terrestrial carriers supply 
all their

needs than if ComSat were to be permitted to lease satellite ci
rcuits to them

at lot,7ar rates, while the other carriers meet their needs for d
iversity and

redundancy at rates reflecting the higher cable costs associated w
ith con-

ventional facilities such as cable and high frequency radio.

35, Aside from the foregoing considerations we note that entities which

have sufficient traffic to require the lease of circuits are also larg
e users

of other international services such as message telephone, message 
telegraph

and TELEX. To the extent that loss of leased circuit revenues might require

upward adjustments or prevent contemplated reductions in rates for
 other

services, such large users could very well find their total intern
ational

communications bills increased if ComSat were to be permitted to 
provide leased

service directly to them without limitation.
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36. We therefore conclude that only in unique or exceptional circum-

stances should non-carrier entities deal directly with ComSat. We believe

that the ascertainment of such circumstances must be left to a 
case-by-case

approach, since it is dependent upon the nature of the particular serv
ice

requested. We can state, however, that refusal Or failure or the terrestri
al

carriers to provide, upon reasonable demand, sate
llite leased circuit

facilities, otherwise available, would, in abGence of a valid 
explanation,

.constitute exceptional circumstances. Similarly, we believe it our duty

to encourage development of new uses of satellite faciliti
es and will, upon

application, issue authorizations which are best designed to further s
uch

ends. Finally, as already set forth more fully in paragraph 26, we again

stress the special position of the Government, and specifically, that in

the Government's case, unique or national interest circumstances 
can and

do arise where the needs of the Government cannot be met under th
e carrier's

carrier approach.

poNcLusIoNs 

37. We have reached the following policy conclusions:

(a) The terrestrial carriers cannot under existing law

themselves be licensed to operate the space segment

of the international system and therefore cannot compete

effectively in furnishing satellite service to the public.

(b) ComSat is not and does not propose to be a full service

carrier meeting directly the needs of the vast majority

of users of international services for all classes of

communication services.

(c) If ComSat were to be permitted to provide leased channel

services directly to users, other than in unique or ex-

ceptional circumstances, the basic purposes of Congress

in enacting the Satellite Act -- reflection of the

benefits of the new technology in both quality of service

and charges therefor -- would be frustrated.

(d) A requirement that, except in unique and extraordinary

circumstances, users take service from the terrestrial

carriers should not have adverse effects upon either

ComSat or the users but instead should make it possible

to reduce rates for all classes of users.

38. Our ultimate conclusions are:

(a) ComSat may as a matter of law be authorized to provide

service directly to non-carrier entities;

(b) ComSat is to be primarily a carrier's carrier and in

ordinary circumstances users of satellite facilities

should be narved by the terrestrial carriers;
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In unique and exceptional circumstances ComSat may

be authorized to provide services directly to non-

carrier users; therefore, the authorization to ComSat

to provide services is dependent upon the nature of

the service, i.e., unique or exceptional, rather than

the identity of the user. The United States Govern-

ment has a special position because of its unique

or national interest requirements; C=Sat may be

authorized to provide service directly to the Govern-

ment, whenever such service is required to meet

unique governmental needs or is otherwise required

in the national interest, in circumstances where the

Government's needs cannot be effectively met under

the carrier's carrier approach.

39. We do not now propose to set forth specific procedures. However, any

request by ComSat for authorization to provide service di7;.2ct1y to any

user desiring to take such service in particular circumstances should

include showings by ComSat as to:

(i) Whether the proposed service via satellite is avail-

able from terrestrial carriers, including evidence of

request made therefor and the response of the carriers;

(ii) Whether the facilities to provide this service are avail-

able, and, if not, a description of the new or expanded

facilities required as well as the cost thereof;

(iii) A statement showing why the circumstances involved are

so unique and exceptional as to require service directly

from ComSat or what the national interest requirements

are that indicate that service cannot be provided under

the carrier's carrier approach.

(iv) Any other facts which would indicate that the public

interest would be served by a grant.

The above required information shall be set forth in support of the

applications for modification of the applico:ble earth station end/or

satellite station licenses as well as for authorization to acquire

units of satellite utilization which ComSat shall file in each case in

which it is requested to provide a particular service directly to any

non-carrier users. Unless and until such authorizations are granted,

ComSat shall not provide services to any non-carrier entity. In

addition ComSat, of course, must also have an effective tariff on 
file

before it can provide service directly to any non-carrier entity 
it

ray be authorized to serve.

Ina



ho. This inc.uiry as instituted unacr authority set forth in Section 403

of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended; the policies and
 pro-

cedures set forth herein are adopted pursuant to authority contained

in Sections 4(i), 4(j), 201(b), 303 and 307 of the Communications Act

of 1934, as amended, and Sections 102(e), 201(c)(11), 305(a), 305(b)

and 401 of the Communications Satellite Act of 1962.

I la. Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED, This 20th day of July, 1966, That the

Statement of Policy set forth in this Memorandum Opinion and Order

IS ADOPTED and that the proceeding IS TER4INATED.

Released: July 21, 1966

YEDERAT., cov.yAulacATIol;s co21IssioN

Ben F. Waple
Secretary



OFFICE OF THE DIRICTOR

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

January 31, 1967

The Honorable Rosel H. Hyde
Chairman

Federal Communications Commission

Washington, D. C. 20554

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This is in reference to the pending application by the Communications.

Satellite Corporation for the furnishing of 30 satellite circuits in the

Pacific.

It is requested that ComSat be given appropriate authorization to proceed

with implementation of the Department of Defense requirement. Upon

establishment of composite rates which afford substantial savings on

a global basis, and upon the completion of suitable discussion with

and approval by the foreign entities involved, the contract with ComSat

for the provision of this service will be assigned to one or more of the

carriers shortly after the date of initiation of service. However,

prompt action on the ComSat application is called for so that ComSat

may make any arrangements necessary to facilitate the provision of

this vitally needed communications service.

Finally, in the circumstances, it is also requested that the Commission
promptly grant the pending applications of the carriers for authorization

to lease and operate the channels required to furnish the service in

question. It is understood that any authorizations would establish the

applicability of the reduced rates to this service (e. g. , the basic
$7, 100 composite rate figure).

Sincerely,

F. v
r ; 1

v
O'Connell



OFF'CE OF
11IE CHAm.mAN

FEDERAL COMMUN!CATiC)NS CO1W5S!ON

WASH' NG-J-0N

February 2, 1967

General James D. O'Connell
Director of Telecommunications Management
Office of Emergency Planning
Executive Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20504

Dear General O'Connell:

1 am writing in light of the action taken today on the
"30 circuits" and "authorized user" matters. I want to ex-
press my appreciation for your efforts in resolving these
important matters. The actions taken were possible largely
because of the assurance in your letter that in view of the
$7100 composite rate already put into effect by the carriers
in the Pacific, the assignment clause would be exercised by
DOD shortly after the initiation of service.

As you know, there are also lower rates in the Atlantic,
with plans for still further reductions on the institution of
24-hour satellite service. I want to assure you that lower
composite rates, wherever satellite service is instituted,
are a fundamental aspect of the Commission's regulatory
policies in this area.

I believe that this experience again points up the sound-
ness and wisdom of our joint efforts to understand each
other's problems and to work together to get: the solution best
serving the national interest.

Sincerely yours,

•

Rosel H. Hyde
Chairman
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WASHINGTON, D. C. 20554

95477

PUBLIC NOTICE - - c

February 2, 1967

AUTHORIZATIONS FOR DOD PACIFIC SAT2LLITE CIRCUITS;

FURTHER DECISION IN AUTHORIZED USER PROCEEDING

The Federal Communications Commission has issued authoriza
tions to

Hawaiian Telephone Company, ITT 'World Communications Inc., RC
A Communications,

Inc., and Western Union International, Inc., to acquire voice-gra
de satellite

circuits from the Communications Satellite Corporation (ComSa
t) to meet

requirements of the Department of Defense (DOD) for thirty su
ch circuits

between Hawaii and the Far East. At the same time a short-term temporary

authorization to furnish such channels to DOD was granted to 
ComSat at the

request of the Director of Telecommunications Management (DTM) in 
order to

permit it to make any arrangements necessary to facilitate the 
provision of

the service. The Commission was advised by the PM that the circuits will be

assigned to the conventional carriers shortly after the initiation o
f service

through ComSat.

At the same time the Cemmission acted upon petitions for reconsider-

ation filed by various parties with respect to its Memorandum Opinion an
d Order

and Statement of Policy (Docket No. 16056) released on July 21, 1966
 dealing

with the circumstances under which ComSat may be authorized to furnish

satellite channels and services to entities other than the conventional comm
on

carrier. Among other things, the Commission clarified certain aspects of its

earlier opinion concerning requests by ComSat for authorization to provide

service directly to the U. S. Government.

The foregoing actions were taken by the Commission by the adoption

of Memoranda Opinions and Orders.

-FCC
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Berore the

FEDERAL CO>2.:LINICATIONS

Washington, D. C. 20554

In the natter of the App
lications of

rrT WO.P..LD COMMUNICATIONS INC.
WESTERN UNION INTERNATIONAL, INC.

RCA COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

HAWAIIAN TELEPHONE COMPANY

To lease from the Communications Sat
ellite

)
)
)

)
)
)
)
)

File Nos.

67-15:;
94724

T-C-2014

T-C-2025

T-C-2030
P-C-6440

Corporation 30 satellite voice-grade 
circuits

between Hawaii and INTELSAT II for the 
pro-

)
)

Vision of leased channel alternate voice
/data

service to the Defense CommunicationsAge
ncy

between Hawaii, on the one hand, and Jap
an,

Thailand, and the Philippines, on the ot
her

hand.

)
)
)
)
)

In the Matter of the Application of
)
)

COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE C0R2ORATI0N
) File No. T-C-2032

)

To provide directly to the Defense Commu
nica-

tions Agency 30 satellite voice-grade
 circuits

between Hawaii, on the one hand, and 
Japan,

Thailand, and the Philippines, on th
e other

hand.

)
)
)
)
)

MEMORANDUM OPINION ORDER AND CERTIFICATE

By the Coamission:

1. The Commission has before it a
pplications of four overseas carriers

filed pursuant to Section 214 of the
 Communications Act of 1934 for a

uthority

to acqu're from the Communications 
Satellite Corporation (Com5,1t) circuit

s to

meet a .Depc.rtment of Defense (DOD) requirement
 for leased channel services

between Hawaii and three Far Eastern 
points. ITT World Communications Inc.

(ITT) applied (File No. T-C-2014) on August
 24, 1966; Western Union Inter-

national, Inc. (WUI) applied (File No
. T-C-2025) on September 14, 1966; R

CA

Communications, Inc. (RCA) applied (File 
No. T-C-2030) on September 15, 1966;

and Hawaiian Telephone Company (HTC) 
applied (File No. P-C-6440) on Septembe

r 19,

1966. All the applicatios request authorizati
on to lease from Comsat thirty

satellite circuits between the earth stat
ion at Hawaii and the Pacific sate

l-

lite, Intelsat II, to meet the DOD re
quirement. 1/ The circuits will be

1/WIJI also requested authorization to l
ease satellite circuits unrelated to

 the

30-circuit requirement of DCA. By separate applications, the oth
er carriers

have applied for satellite circuits 
unrelated to the DCA requirements for

30 circuits. We are not treating these requests herei
n.
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interconnected via the satellite with ten voice-grade satellite circuits

from an earth station in Japan, ten voice-grade circuits from an earth station

in Thailand, and ten voice-grade satellite circuits from an earth
 station in

the Philippines, so as to provide through alternate voice/data leased channel

service between Hawaii and each of these three foreign countries. Authority

is also requested to acquire necessary connecting facilities in Hawaii.

2. Pursuant to our decision in the so-called Authorized User Case, Docket

No. 16058, ComSat on September 6, 1966 applied (File No. T-C-2032) to us for

authorization to provide such service directly to DOD, as well as for related

authorizations. Thus, ComSat requests authority to acquire, from the Inter-

national Telecommunications Satellite Consortium, thirty full-time units of

satellite utilization in Intelsat II, to acquire from the respective foreign

communications entities ten full-time voice-grade circuits between the

satellite and each of the three foreign points and to provide through service

to DOD by combining such units and circuits into . thirty full-time alternate

voice/data circuits. ComSat based its application on an order for such circuits

from DOD, acting through DCA, pursuant to its procurement regulations. The

DCA order, it should be noted, is made through a Communications Service Author-

ization (CSA) which contains a clause permitting DCA to assign the order to a

carrier or carriers other than ComSat.

3. According to information before us, Thailand and the Philippines will be

'able to participate in the desired service by April 1, 1967, through trans-

portable earth stations now being installed. Japan, which is presently

modifying its earth station at Ibaraki, will be in operation to provide the

service some months later.

4. Initially, both DOD and ComSat, in pleadings filed with the Commission,

opposed the grant of the authorizations requested by the carriers. ComSat

requests that we dismiss or defer consideration of the carriers' applications.

It urges, among other things, that it has a contract to furnish the 30

circuits to DOD and that no action should be taken upon the carriers' appli-

cations uetil its own application has been disposed of. It also refers to

its pending petition for reconsideration in the Authorized User Case, in

which we determined the conditions under which ComSat may be permitted to

furnish services directly to the Government and others. DOD originally

opposed a grant of the carriers' applications on the ground, among others,

that, since it has chosen ComSat to provide the service, there is no need for

a grant of other applications.

5. In our Memorandum Opinion and Order (concomitantly being issued with this

document) on petitions of Comsat, General Services Administration, and ROAC

for reconsideration of our determinations in the Authorized  User Case

regarding the circumstances under which ComSat may be authorized to serve the

Government directly, we point out that the DT M is"the focal point for the

judgment of the -axecutive agencies as to the national interest," and that

"in all cases where Ccm$at seeks to deal directly with the Gwternment we

shall act promptly after receipt of advice from the DT."

6. We have received advice from the DTM concerning this matter.
dated January 31, 1967, DTM has stated:

In a letter
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"It is requested that CoMSat be given appropriate authorization

to procPed with implementation of the Department of Defense require-

ment. Upon establishment of composite rates which afford substantial

savings on a global basis, the contract with ComSat for provision of

this service will be assiuned to one or more of the carriers shortly

after the date of initiation of service. However, prompt action on

the ComSat application is called for so that ComSat may make any ar-

ranc,ements necessary to facilitate the provision of this vitally

needed communications service. Finally, in the circumstances, it is

also requested that the Commission promptly grant the pending appli-

cations of the carriers for authorization to lease and operate the

channels required to furnish the service in question; it is understood

that any authorizations would establish the applicability of the re-

duced rates to this service (e.g., the basic $7,100 composite rate

figure)."

7. In view of the particular circumstances of this matter, its history and

posture and the representations made by DTM on behalf of the Executive '

branch, it appears that the objections heretofore raised by the parties are

moot and that we should act to grant the regular authorizations to the carri-

ers and the short term temporary authorization to ComSat. As to the latter,

the short term temporary authorization to Coat will, we believe, facilitate

both the provision of this vitally needed service and an orderly transition

from ComSat to the other carriers, and is thus consistent with our policies

in this area. As to the former, there is now the express representation that

this service will be assigned to one or more carriers shortly after date of

the initiation of the service; we recognize, of course, that DCA will deter-

mine to which carrier or carriers any particular assignment should be made.

in this connection, it is to be noted that the $7100 composite rate referred

to by the D'11,1 has in fact been implemented in tariff schedules which became

effective January 20, 1967.

ACCORDIM,Y, IT IS HEREBY CERTIFIED, That the present:and future public

convenience and necessity require the grant of the applications as conditioned

below or the denial thereof as also set forth below:

IT IS ORDERED, This 1st day of February, 1967, that ComSat is granted

a short term temporary authority to provide, with the respective entities in

Japan, the Philippines and Thailand, to the Defense Communications Agency

acting on behalf of the Department of Defense, 10 voice-grade satellite cir-
cuits between Hawaii and Japan, 10 voice-grade satellite circuits between

Hawaii and the Philippines, and 10 voice-grade satellite circuits between
Hawaii and Thailand, for alternate voice/data leased channel service;

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, That the short-term temporary authorization
granted to CoziSat by this Order and Certificate is subject to termination,

without hearing, upon such notice as may be specified;
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• IT IS FURTHER OP-7RED, That ComSat shall file wi the Commission a

eparate tariff appli -ble to the service to be provi j pursuant to the

temporary authorization granted by this Order and Certificate, on not

less than thirty days notice to the public; that this tariff shall take

into account the standards heretofore esteblished by the Comission with

respect to this matter, and that this tariff shall provide that it expires

on the date the temporary authorization granted herein is terminated;

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, That, except for the temporary authorization

granted to ComSat by this Order and Certificatc,and the previous authori-

zation granted to ComSat to acquire units of utilization to provide the

• 30 circuits by the Commission's letter of January 26, 1967, the applica-

tion of ComSat filed on September 6, 1966, File No. T-C-2032, IS DENIED.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, That ITT World Communications Inc., Western

Union International, Inc., RCA Communications, Inc., and Hawaiian Telephone

Company are each authorized to lease and operate up to 30 voice-grade cir-

cuits between Hawaii and the INTELSAT II (-11-2) satellite in order to fur-

nish up to ten circuits for alternate voice/data leased channel service to

the Defense Communications Agency acting on behalf of the Department of

Defense between Hawaii and each of the following points: Japan, Thailand,

and the Philippines; 2rovided however, (1) that the actual number of

circuits that any such carrier may lease and operate pursuant to this

authorization shall not exceed the number of circuits ordered from such

carrier by the Defense Communications Agency; and (2) that the initial

-tariff rate for each such circuit between Hawaii and the INTELSAT Il (F-2)

satellite shall not exceed 0,100 per month;

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, That the carriers may file. tariffs on not less

than ene day's notice to provide the services to those points when they

receive orders from the Defense Communications Agency;

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, That as circuit S to a particular point (Thailand,

the Philippine Republic, or Japan) are ordered by the Defense Communications

Agency from a carrier in lieu of ComSat, the short-term temporary authoriza-

tion herein granted to ComSat shall terminate without further action by the

Commission upon the institution of service by such carrier;

IT IS FURTEER ORDERED, That ComSat and the carrier applicants are

authorized to acquire any necessary connecting facilities in Hawaii so long

as their respective authorizations are in effect; and

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, That each of the carrier applicants shall notify

the Commission of the acquisition, by that applicant, of any of the circuits

herein authorized within five days of such acquisition.

Released: February 3, 1967

• . .

FEDERAL CO>2.:UNICATIONS COINXISSIGN

Ben F. Waple

Secretary

7. . 7 7 .::- ."7 ..7." :77 • .17" : . . .
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FEDERAL CCXXUNICATIONS CO:MSSIGN FCC 67-164
Washingten, D. C. 94725

In the Matter of

Authorized entities and Authorized ) . Docket No. 16058

users under the Communications Satellite

At of 1962

By the Commission:

MEMORANDUM OFINION AND ORDER

Preliminary Statement 

1. We have before us several petitions for reconsideration

and clarification of our Memorandum Opinion and Statement of l'olicy
released July 21, 1966, in this proceeding. These petitions, which
vary as to the relief: sought, were timely filed on August 22, 1966 by .

the Comunleations Satellite Corporation (ColLat); the Administrator
of General Services (GSA); and RCA Communications, Inc. (RCAC). Oppo-
sitions to either or both the Comsat and GSA petitions were filed on
Sef,tember 15,1966, by the American Telephone and Telegraph Co. (AT&T);
ITT World Communications Inc. (ITT WorldCom); Hawaiian Telephone Co. '
(HTC); Western Union Telegraph Co. (WU); Western Union International,
Inc. (WUJ.); Aeronautical Radio, Inc., and the Air Transport Association
of Lmerica, jointly (AR1NC and ATA); and RCAC. Comsat on September 16,

1966 filed a response to the RCAC and GSA petitions, opposing the former
and supporting the latter. It 'filed a reply to the oppositions to its
own petition on October 14, 1966.

2. The document to which the petitions.. arc addressed grew
out of our inquiry into, among other things, the extent to which Comsat
may he authorized to provide channels or services to persons other than

communications common carriers,. ; And the extent to
which Comsat should, as a matter Df ply, be so authorized by the
Comm;ssion. In essence, we held, for the reasons set forth in our . decision
that, although Comsat may lawfully be authorized to provide service to

non-carriers, it was primarily a carrier's carrier and should serve non-
carriersdirectly only in unique or exceptional circumstances. The peti-
tionin arties express widely divergent views. RCAC seeks more specific
2roee0ura1 controls on ComSat's negotiations with the various entities,
including foreign users; CSA seeks clarification of the unique position

of the government as a user; ComSat seeks broader authority to deal with

users ether than common carriers, including the Government itself.



3. We shall deal first with the contentions directed to
the Government's position as a user (See ?art I, below). We shall
then deal with .the other contentions, and, in particulzu:, those of
Cou.Sat as to the alleged restrictive efiects 0.1 our decisin
(l'art F.) and of RCAC as to the need for certain procedural revisions
(Part III). Any contention not treated in the following discussion
is rejected for the reasons set forth in cur prior report.

Part I. The Contentions With Resnect to the Government's
Position as Authorized User

4. CSA and ComSat filed petitions for reconsideration with
respect to that portion of our decision dealin3 with the Government's
position as an authorized user. As to some of the matters raised,
our Orior decision already sets forth our position, and we will not,
therefore, here repeat the discussion in that decision. However, we
agree with GSA that clarification of our July 21 decision in sore impor-
tant. respects is called for.

5. First, we shall, as requested bY GSA stress again the wide
area of agreement. We agree -- and so stated in our decision of July:
21 -- that the Government has a special status under. the Satellite Act.
See par. 25 and discussion therein; Section 305(b)(4) of the Satellite
Act. We also agree that with respect to this matter the Director of
Teleco,n-lunications >ianagement (DT) has a special role and responsibility,
In view of the special duties assigned to the DY:,: by the L'resident in
the telecommunication field Executive Order 11191). We pointed
out in our July 21 decision that in certain instnces the Government
has a special position because of its unique and national interest re-
quirements, and that ComSat may be authorized to provide service directly
to the Cover=ent whenever such direct service is in the national inter-
est. Clearly, in view of the foregoing, the DT>: is the focal point for
the judgment of the 12xecut1ve agencies as to the national. interest.
Finally, we recognize that the detercaination of ccmmunications services
needed because of defense requirements in the national interest is a matter
peculiarly within the province of the Executive. Cf. Eendix_Aviation
Corp. v. U.S. ,272 F. 26 533, 106 U.S. App. D.C. 304, cert. de., 361 U.S.
965.

6. Accordingly, we have concluded-that our prior decision,
and particularly 2aragraphs 38(c) and 39, did not appropriately deline-
ate the situation with respect to the Government as an authorized user
and the procedures applicable thereto. We recognize that Comsat may be
authorized to provide service directly to the Government whenever such
direct service is in the natL-pnal interest, and that l'ara3raph 39 should



not be applicable to service to the Government. While no specific

procedures or criteria (other than the national interest) arc pro-

posed with respect to this governmental facet, in all eases where

ConSat see%s to deal directly with the Governent we shall act promptl
y

after receipt of advice from the DT. In acting on requests by Comsat

for authorization to provide service directly to the Executive, 
it is

the DTM, and not Comsat, to whom the Commission may turn with re
spect

to the critical national interest facet. Our decision is hereby

eTuended to the eNtent of reflecting the foregoing revisions.

Part II. Comsat's Contentions Concernine the Alleed Effects 

of cur 2o'icv• A •

7. Comsat states that, apart frem direct service to the

Government, its statutory oission may be best nee=plished by affording

the conventional carriers full opportunity to provide satellite service,

reserving the opportunity to provide direct service to users in justi-

fied and enoNar.r.ttez,l. cireue.stances when necessary to spur development

and utilization of satellite communications. Specifically, it says, it

has urged net we recognize its right to serve users directly (a) where

conventional carriers fail to make a desired satellite service avail-

able on reasonable terms; (b) where a new satellite service is provided

on a develoxlental basis; and (c) where such service to a user or class

of users would in a particular case be in the public interest. While

it feels that we have adopted these suggestions in principle, it is

concerned that we may in practice adopt an unduly restrictive approach

which may undercline the salutary effect o: defined exceptions to the

"carrier's carrier" policy. In particular, it is gravely disturbed by

what it considers an adoption by us of a composite rate approach, under

which satellite economies are realized by users only through reduction in

charges made for services prcvided . over all media, which,it seems to

feel,militete against separate rates for satellite services.

8. As Comsat points cut, the approach We have taken is con-

sistent with its own thinking as to the role of being primarily a

carrier's carrier, dealing directly with users (le an exception to that

general principle. Je are, c: course, well aware o: our responsibilities

for eneoureing the development and use of satellite comelunications, as

well as for secin::, that needs of users are effectively met. The point

we were stresein, however, was that this should not be at the undue

expense o: the vast majority of users, who would not be in a position to

go to Co:aset directly. We also have a general responsibility to the pub-

lic, which necessarily must be harmonized with our particular responsi-

bilities for satellite communications, to assure adequate service at
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reasonable charges and to take steps to assure that the ccnvcntional
carriers responsible for general service can meet this obligation.

The concern expressed in our decision was over the danger implicit in
competition between Comsat, having a favored position with respect to
IL more economical medium, and conventional carriers who are at a dis-
advantage in not being able to acquire such a favored position. Unless
closely and wisely regulated to harmonize the statutory responsibilities
above, this unequal position could result in an overall deterioration
in public communications services. The approach we took on rates was
a consequent corollary of these considerations, and does not, of course,
preclude the establishment of satellite rates, as distinguished from a
composite rate, where in the public interest.

Part 111. Suf,t-ested Procedural Revisions

9. The parties have filed petitions for reconsideration and
clarification in this proceeding concerned with the lack of formalized
procedures to be followed by Comsat in requesting authorization to
servo directly non-carrier entities. :ns to the case of procedure with
respect to direct service to the Government, this 'matter is discussed
in par. 6, surra. respect to RCAC's contentions, we believe that
no revisions a:e cal'ed for at this time, in light of the policies
established in our prior decision and in this Nemorandum Opinion and in
light of the fact that the Com..aission receives regular ronthly reports
of foreign negotinti ons in this area. Further experience is necessary
to enable the Commission to deter;Aine what, if any, changes are required.
The Commission will remain coni-,-,nt of the petitioners' contentions in
this regard and reassess the procedures now established from time to
time in light of experience gained.

10. ACCORDINGLY, IT IS ORDERED, This 1st day of February,.
1967, that the 2etitions for Reconsideration cited above, and the replies
and responses thereto, are 2ranted to the extent set forth above in para-
graph 6 and are otherwise denied.

Released: Fcbruzzy 3, 1067

FEDER.1..L CCiISS ION

Ben E. Waple
Secretary

dor



Peparintoiti of 1115fice

Mr. Leonard C. Meeker
Legal Adviser
Department of State
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Meeker:

LEGAL ADVISER

APR 3 0193;

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Thi responds to your letter of February 18, 1969, in
which you have asked for our opinion on two questions con-
cerning the authority of the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) to provide launch services to
a foreign government for a domestic communications satellite
system. 'YoUr questions are:

(1) ."Under existing domestic law is there any
• . legal obstacle or impediment to the provision

. of launch services by the National Aeronautics
- and Space Administration to a foreign govern-
• ment having a foreign operational domestic

communications satellite system? .

.(2) If NASA has authority to provide such services
under our law may it do so independently of the
Communications Satellite Corporation, whether
acting as an independent United States corpora-
tion or as an agent for Intelsat?"

Although not specifically so stated in your letter, I
understand your, questions assume that such launch services
would be provided on a 10070 reimbursable basis. In these
circumstances, it is our opinion that (1) there is no legal
impediment to the provision of launch services by NASA if
the President should direct such action; and (2) that launch
services pursuant to such Presidential directive may be fur-
nished independently of the Communications Satellite Corpora-
tion (Comsat).



VTe have considered the legal memoranda submitted by
NASA and Comsat concerning these questions. Those memo-
randa discuss NASA's authority to engage generally in
activities of a purely operational nature. No opinion is
expressed herein on that issue because we find sufficient
specific authority in the pertinent legislation to dispose
of the questions presented without reaching the broader
questions discussed by NASA and Comsat.

I.

The determination of the authority of ,NASA to provide
launch services for foreign operational domestic communi-
cations satellite systems calls for construction of the
National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1956, 72 Stat. 426,
as amended, 42 U.S.C. 2451 et seq. ("Space Act") and the_
Communications Satellite Act of 1962, 76 Stat. 419, 47 ,
U.S.C. 701 et seq. ("CSA").

The Space Act provides, in § 302(c)(42 U.S.C. 2453(c)),
that -

"The aeronautical and space activities of the
United States shall be conducted so as to con-
tribute materially to one or more of the fol-
lowing objectives: * * *
(7) Cooperation by the United States with
other nations or groups of nations in work
done pursuant to this Act and of the peaceful
application of the results thereof . •

Section 205 (42 U.S.C. 2475) provides that:

"The [National Aeronautics and Space] Adminis-
tration,under the foreign policy guidance of
the President, may engage in a program of
international cooperation in work done pursuant
to this Act, and in the peaceful application of
the results thereof, pursuant to agreements made
by the President with the advice and consent.of

'-the Senate."



The quoted provisions constitute a clear mandate for NASA

to engage in international cooperation, not only in research,

but also in the application of the results of aeronautical

and space activities. 1/ The legislative history of § 205

makes it clear that such cooperation is to be under the gui-

dance of the President. 2/ The only question as to NASA's

authority under this section is whether such international

cooperation may only be carried out pursuant to agreements

made by the President with the advice and consent of the

Senate.

President Eisenhower stated with respect to § 205 at

the time he signed the Space •Act that he did not construe

' that section as prescribing the only permissible form of

international cooperation:

"The new Act contains one provision that requires

comment. Section 205 authorizes cooperation with'

other nations and groups of nations in work done

pursuant to the Act and in the peaceful applica-

tion of the results of such work, pursuant to

international agreements entered into by the

President with the advice and consent of the

Senate. I regard this section merely as recog-

nizing that international treaties may be made

1/ There is also some evidence that § 203(b)(6), 42 U.S.C.

2473(b)(6), which authorizes NASA to cooperate with other

government and public and private agencies was intended to

include foreign governments. See H. Rep. No. 1770, 85th

Cong., 2d Sess. p. 9 (referring to the predecessor paragraph

302(a)(6) in an earlier bill).

2/ The section that eventually became § 205 as it was first

passed by the }louse provided that international cooperation

should be "under the foreign policy guidance of the State

Department." H. Rep. No. 1770, 85th Cong., 2d Sess. p. 25.

The Conference Report (H. Rep. No. 2166, 85th Cong., 2d Sess.

p. 21) states that the conferees adopted a revised version

"specifying that the Administration would act under the for-

eign policy guidance of the President rather than the State

Department."



in this field, and as not precluding, in appro-
priate cases, less formal arrangements for co-
operation. To construe the section otherwise

would raise substantial constitutional questions."
Press Release of July 29, 1958, Public  Papers of 

the Presidents of the United States: Dwight David 

Eisenhower 1958, par. 185, p. 573.

In addition to this ground for not holding agreements
with the advice. and consent of the Senate to be necessary

for international cooperation in all cases, Congress has
subsequently provided detailed guidance for purposes of

international cooperation by the United States with respect

to communications satellites. The Communications Satellite

Act of 1962 (76 Stat. 419, 47 U.S.C. 701 et sco%. (CSA)) sets

forth the applicable policy objectives and limitations on

executive actions, and clearly does not require that such

international cooperation be limited to agreements entered

into With the advice and consent of the Senate. The meaning

of section 205 of the Space Act must be construed in the

light of this subsequent, and definitive, legislation on the

subject of international cooperation by the United States in

the field of communications satellites.

'The Communications Satellite Act provides in § 102(a)

and (b) (47 U.S.C. 701(a) and (b)) that "it is the policy

of the United States to establish, in conjunction and in

cooperation with other countries . . . a commercial com-

munications satellite'system as part of an improved global

communications network . . ." and that "in effectuating

this program care and attention will be directed . . .

toward efficient and economic use of the electromagnetic

frequency spectrum. . • •

Section 201(a) (47 U.S.C. 721(a)) directs that, in

order to achieve the objectives and carry out the purpose

of that Act, the President shall --

4



11(3) . . . coordinate th
e activities of govern-

mental agencies with resp
onsibilities in the

field of telecommunicat
ion, so as to insure that

there is full and-effec
tive compliance at all

times with the policies 
set forth in this Act;

"(4) exercise such s
upervision over relationshi

ps

of the Corporation [Co
msat] with foreign govern-

ments or entities or wi
th international bodies

as may be appropriate t
o assure that such rela

-

tionships shall be con
sistent with the national

interest and the foreign 
policy of the United

States;

"(5) insure that timely
 arrangements are mad

e

under which there can b
e foreign participation

in the establishment an
d use of a communicati

ons

satellite system; . .

"(7) so exercise his 
authority as to help ob

tain

coordinated and efficie
nt use of the elec

tromag-

ngtic spectrum and the 
technical compatibility

of the system with exis
ting communications f

acil-

ities both in the United
 States and abroad."

' Although the CSA was 
enacted for the purpo

se of e,stab-

lishing an international 
communications satelli

te system,

the issues raised by any 
proposal for United S

tates cooper-

ation in the establishment 
of a foreign commu

nications

satellite system are ins
eparable from those 

relating to the

success of the internation
al system "as part 

of an improved

global communications netwo
rk."

The CSA is a very broa
d mandate to establis

h a global

network of satellite 
communications on the ba

sis of inter-

national agreements to be
 negotiated in the fu

ture. When

the CSA was enacted it 
was generally believe

d that for

both technical and econ
omic reasons any comm

unications

satellite system would b
e international in ch

aracter, and

that duplicate system
s would present serio

us problems of



economic feasibility and technical interference in the
use of the electromagnetic spectrum. 3/ While it was
anticipated that communications satellites might also
be used for domestic communications, the feasibility of
separate systems for this purpose was not considered a
likelyprospect for the near future. Congress could not
and did not attempt to foresee what specific organiza-
tional form domestic communications by satellite would
have in relation to international communications. It
did, however, make clear the objective of the United
States that an international communications satellite
system be established soon, and on the basis of interna-
tional agreement that would protect the system from tech-
nical interference in the use of the electromagnetic
spectrum as well as uneconomical competition with com-
peting systems. To these ends, the Act authorized the
President, among other things, to insure that arrange-
ments be made for foreign participation in the system
and to use -his authority to obtain coordinated and effi-
cient use of the electromagnetic spectrum.

Whether, and to what extent, domestic communications
satellite .31stems established by other nations should be
intagrated with or operate separately from the interna-
tional system is a question that is inextricably related

to the issues involved in the establishment: and operation -
of the international system. The authority to determine

the U.S. position and to enter into agreements dealing
with such questions must be deemed included within the
broad authority conferred upon the President by the CSA.

The broad range of possible forms of international
cooperation intended to be made possible by the CSA in-
clude the conclusion of international arrangements through

.3▪ / See, S. Rep. No. 1584, 87th Cong., 2d Sess.
(- 1962) p. 8; Hearings before the House Committee on
Interstate.and Foreign Commerce on H.R. 10115 and H.R.
10138, 87th Cong., 2d Sess., part 2, p. 422 (1962).



less formal devices than a treaty, as exemplified by thevarious .agreements on which the Intelsat system is based. 1;/
The clear legislative intention of the CSA is tovest in the President control of the activities of NASAand other government agencies, as well as of Comsat, whenengaging in programs of international cooperation in satel-lite communications. I therefore conclude that the onlyrequirement of domestic law that must be satisfied beforeNASA may provide reimbursable launching services for aforeign operational domestic communications satellitesystem is the specific approval of the President.

• The foregoing analysis also provides the answer toyour second question. Since the authority for NASA toprovide such launch services is to be found (a) in NASA'sgeneral authority under the Space Act, and (b) throughthe approval of the President under his authority in both§ 205 of the Space Act and § 201(a) of the CSA, I canfind no requirement that Comsat be involved in any wayin the, provision of such services. 5/

4/ The Intelsat system is governed by three separateagreements. The International Telecommunications Sat-ellite Consortium of August 20, 19.64 (TIAs 5646) is anintergovernmental (executive) agreement. In addition,a "Special Agreement" (also TIAS 5646) is an agreement'between the operating entities, including Comsat. Aseparate arbitration agreement was concluded subse-.quently between these operating entities.

5/ Section 201(b)(5) of the CSA (47 U.S.C. 721(b)(5));11ich directs NASA to furnish reimbursable launch serv-ices to Comsat, is not inconsistent with this conclusion.That section is simply a direction making it mandatorythat NASA provide such services. See, (Cont'd.)

al•
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I trust that the for
egoing answers your questio

ns.

Sincerely,
. •

_ / 1 %,V./ -.•/;.:.; ., i, -.,,,?,„ ,,_,// i • .. c .,.._

. William H. vaehnq;dist,//

Assistant Attorney General

• • • Office of Legal Coun'gel

5/ (Contra,) testimony of NASA Adm
inistrator James E.

Webb in hearings before th
e Senate Commerce Co

mmittee on

S. 2814, 87th Cong., 2d 
Sess., p. 143, and be

fore the House

Commerce Committee in hear
ings on H.R. 10115 an

d H.R. 10138,

Pt. 2, pp. 603-9. There is no indicati
on, either in the

CSA, or in its legislative
 history, that section

 201(b)(5)

was intended as a limita
tion on the specific form

 of

arrangements that might be
 negotiated for a global

 network

of satellite communicati
ons. Indeed, section 305(a)(1)

expressly recognizes tha
t Comsat's ownership inter

est in

an internationaI•system
 may be either by itself "or i

n

cOnjunction with foreign g
overnments or business entitie

s."



May 13, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR GENERAL O'CONNELL

The Communications Satellite Act appears to give the

PresiderAt su.bsuk.ntial authority and responsibility relevant

to the characteristics of a domestic satellite system.

Could you please adviso on how these provisions provide

authority for the PreciLient to take an initiative in defining

tho broad characteristics of domestic satellite policy and

of a don-lestic satellite system. This should include how

the Act may limit what the President can do, how it has

been interpreted, and the c2,:tent to which a Presidentially

stated intorprctation could clarify such issues.

Could you also forward a summary of the "30-circuits"

case to include the issues as defined by the FCC, their

ruling, and the provision for DIU certification that procure-

ment of the circuits from COMSAT is in the national intercot.

Sigried

Clay T. Whitahead

Staff Assistant

cc: Mr. Whitehead
Central Files

CTWhit-ehead:ed



June 19, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR GENERAL O'CONNELL

Thank you for your memorandum of June 16th rcnrding

correspondence between your w'fice and NASA on the

procurement of communications satellite service to

support the Apollo program.

Your posttion seems enimontly reasonable with regard to

the timing of a conference with the terrestrial carriers.

However. I still have reservations about the authorized

user question and the question oi certification of national

Interozst. I would like to discuss axis with you before a

final decision is reached in this matter.

Clay T. Whitehead

Staff Assistant

cc: Mr. Flanigan
Mr. Whitehead
Central Files

CTWhitchead:cd

(V4 C,A2



OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

June 16, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. CLAY T. WHITEHEAD

Attached, for your information, are copies of an exchange
of correspondence between my office and NASA regarding
the procurement of communications satellite service to
support the NASA Apollo program.

Since the correspondence seems self-explanatory, I will
not restate the problem in this memorandum. I would
simply state that NASA shares our concern that the terrestrial
carriers be afforded a hearing. In conversations at the staff
level we have been advised that NASA intends to confer with
the terrestrial carriers about this procurement, and the only
unresolved problem seems to be timing. We feel that it
would be in the Government's best interest for NASA to have
the hearing at the outset rather than after this office should
approve the procurement.

Attachments



OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

June 13, 1969

Mr. Willis H. Shapley

Associate Deputy Administrator

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Washington, D. C. 20546

Dear Mr. Shapley:

This is in response to your letter of June 6, 1969, requesting my
approval for the direct procurement from the Communications

Satellite Corporation (Comsat) of satellite communications circuits

in support of the NASA Apollo program. These circuits would be

between commercial earth stations in the United States and NASA

tracking ships and earth stations on Grand Canary and Ascension

Islands and at Carnavon, Australia. Service to these points is now

being provided under direct contracts entered into in 1966 between

NASA and Comsat, and the appropriate foreign carriers.

The principal reason given in your letter that a direct procurement

would be in the national interest is that these communication services

are critical to the success of manned missions, and a direct procure-
ment not involving an intermediate terrestrial carrier would allow a

greater margin of safety for the astronauts and create a greater
probability—for success of the Apollo missions. It is NASA's belief
that contracting with the terrestrial carriers for its future require-
ments for the manned space flight program would introduce an
unnecessary element of risk into the program and that this would not
be in the national interest.

As I told you in our telephone conversation of June 10, I fully appreciate
the inherent dangers involved in the manned space program, and I
accept NASA's conclusion in this respect, because NASA is the agency
with the responsibility for the safety and success of the Apollo program.
One aspect of this which causes me some concern, however, is my
understanding that if this direct procurement is authorized, NASA would

C.

1
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then discuss the matter with the terrestrial carriers with a view toward

permitting them to show that procurement through one of them might be

in NASA's best interest. If there is a possibility that such a presentation

might persuade NASA that indirect procurement of this satellite service

through one of the terrestrial carriers would be in NASA's best interest

then I would suggest that the terrestrial carriers be heard by NASA

before any action is taken by this office, or the FCC. It would not seem

appropriate for me to send a letter to the FCC advising that a direct

procurement is necessary for safety reasons and then have NASA take

a position later that the same, or an adequate, margin of safety can be

achieved through indirect procurement.

Even if there is no possibility that the terrestrial carriers can persuade

NASA that indirect procurement would meet NASA's requirements, it

would seem that NASA would be placed in a difficult position if no discussions

are held in response to their request, or if such discussions are held after

a NASA-DTM-FCC determination upon which the terrestrial carriers have

had no prior opportunity to comment. It seems clear that either the FCC,

NASA, or the DTM must give the terrestrial carriers a technical explana-

tion of the reasons why NASA has concluded that a direct procurement of

this service is in the national interest. The most appropriate place for

this discussion is at NASA, which has the facts first hand and the respon-

sibility for the Apollo program, and the most appropriate time is before

a determination is made by the Executive Branch that a direct procurement

would be in the national interest.

There is a statement in your letter that NASA will probably save at least

15% in the charge for this service if there is a direct procurement which

eliminates the intermediate carrier. As you are well aware, I am sure,

the rate permitted by the FCC to be charged for a particular communication

service is not always directly related to the cost of providing that service.

The FCC has established a composite rate policy with regard to international

service which reflects the lower cost of providing some types of service by

satellite; and the United States Government, as a major user of both cable

and satellite circuits, benefits from this. As a matter of fact, at the time

that the 30 circuit matter was pending, the Department of Defense estimated

to the Holifield Committee that as a result of the consolidated rates which

were scheduled to be put into effect by the FCC in 1966, the annual savings

to DOD would be $6.3 million. The Committee Report stated, "These

savings contrast with the $1.6 million annual savings which wo uld have been

realized by dealing with Comsat directly on the 30 circuit procurement."

(See Seventh Report by the Committee on Government Operations, H. Rept.

No. 613, 90th Cong. , 1st Sess. , pp 9-10.)
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It does not appear, therefore, that the contention that there 
would be

a 15% cost saving is an acceptable basis for concluding that 
direct

procurement would be in the national interest. A conclusion 
based

on that premise would be completely counter to the FCC 
policy on

composite rates, and would mean that every specific procur
ement of

satellite service by a Government department or agency w
ould necessarily

be in the national interest. The effect on departments and agencies, such

as the Department of Defense, which depend on both satellites and cabl
es

to meet their requirements could be uncertain and possibly adverse.

I would appreciate your advising me, therefore, as to how NASA
 proposes

to handle the matter of affording a hearing to the terrestrial car
riers.

After that procedural matter is resolved and I receive a firm and

unchangeable statement that NASA considers direct procurement 
to be

in the national interest, I intend to furnish appropriate advice promptly

to the FCC.

Sincerely,

\).5Jr•\\APAA.IL----
D. O'Connell



NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20546

JUN 6 1969
OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

Honorable James D.. O'Connell

Director of Telecommunications

Management

Executive Office of the President

Washington, D. C. 20504

Dear Mr. O'Connell:

As you are aware, in 1965 NASA entered into contracts
with the Communications Satellite Corporation, and with

three foreign carriers, for satellite communications serv-
ices as part of the NCS/NASCM communications network

supporting the Apollo Program. These contracts will expire

on September 30, 1969, and must be renewed or new contracts

entered into for similar services.

For the past several months we have been conducting
an intensive review of NASA's future requirements for
comn-Lunications support of Apollo and follow-on programs.
In connection with identifying future requirements, we
have also sought to determine the contractual scheme most
appropriate for fulfilling thcm, taking into account the
"authorized user" opinion of the Federal Communications

Commission dated July 20, 1966, as amended by a further
opinion dated February 1, 1967. NASA has concluded that

it would be desirable for Comsat to continue to furnish

the satellite communications services now being provided

to MSA, subject to certain changes which will be discussed

below, under direct contractual arrangements with NASA, and

it is the purpose of this letter to request your approval

of such arrangements.

The need for your approval of the continuation of NASA's

direct contractual relationship with Comsat arises out of the

position taken by the FCC regarding the authority of Comsat
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to contract directly with an agency of the United States
Government for the provision of communications satellite
services. In its July, 1966 opinion, the FCC stated that
Comsat would be authorized to deal directly with U. S.
Government users:--

• . . in only those instances where the
requirement for satellite service is of such
an exceptional or unique nature that the
service must be tailored to the peculiar
needs of the customer and therefore cannot
be provided within the terms and conditions
of a general public tariff offering."

The services which Comsat had been authorized to furnish
to NASA for support of the Apollo Program were cited
specifically by the FCC as a case in which a direct rela-
tionship between Comsat and the Government user was appro-
priate.

In its February, 1967 amendment to the "authorized user"
opinion, the FCC broadened the criteria for determining those
circumstances in which Comsat may deal directly with a Govern-
ment agency. The FCC noted that its previous opinion had
pointed out that " • . Comsat may be authorized to provide
service directly to the Government whenever such service is
in the national interest." The FCC further stated that
"Clearly, in view of the foregoing, the DTM is the focal
point for the judgment of the Executive agencies as to the
national interest." Ana, in emphasizing that it would rely
heavily on the advice of the DTM in this regard, the FCC
added that:--

"While no specific procedures or criteria
(other than the national interest) arc proposed
with respect to this governmental facet, in all
cases where Comsat seeks to deal directly with
the Government we shall act promptly after
receipt of advice from the DTid."
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Thus, it appears that NASA will be able to continue its

direct contractual relationship with Comsat for the serv-

ices, provided you approve such an arrangement as being

in the national interest, and so advise the FCC.

The services which Comsat is presently providing under

its contract with NASA can be divided into two distinct

categories: (1) service via satellites between U.S. earth

stations and U.S. Navy-operated range instrumentation ships

located in the Atlantic, Indian, and Pacific Oceans, and

(2) service between U.S. earth stations and satellites

located over the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, which links

up, respectively, with service provided by foreign carriers

to earth stations located on Grand Canary Island (Spain)

and Ascension Island (United Kingdom), and at Carnarvon,

Australia.

With respect to the service between U.S. earth stations

and the range instrumentation ships, the existing contract

with Comsat provides for service from the Comsat earth

station at Brewster, Washington, to a ship in the Pacific

Ocean Area, and from the Comsat earth station at Andover,

Maine, to two ships in the Atlantic/Indian Ocean Area.

Service to the Pacific ship is provided on a full-ti
me basis,

while service to the Atlantic and Indian Ocean ships is

provided on a shared basis with the earth stations on G
rand

Canary and Ascension Islands.

Experience in the use of the service to the ship 
stations,

and the plans for future Apollo flights, have enabled NAS
A to

reduce its requirements to actual use of only one ship 
at one

time in the Atlantic/Indian Ocean Area and one ship 
at one

time in the Pacific Ocean Area. Thus, although two ships

may be physically located in the Atlantic/Indian
 Ocean Area,

only one of them will actually b6 providing 
communications

service at any given time. Similarly, if either of these

ships is moved to the Pacific, which may b
e done in connec-

tion with certain missions, only one o
f the two ships then

located in the Pacific will be actually 
providing communica-

tions service at any given time, alt
hough both may be utilized

alternately in the course of the same_ mi
ssion. It is also a
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possibility that all three ships will be located in the same

ocean area at one time, with alternate use of one ship at

any given time.

In addition, it is NASA's intention to reduce all of

the coinmunications service to and from the U.S. earth

stations and the ships to part-time availability, with

actual use amounting to approximately twenty days, on each

of not more than four occasions a year. Government opera-

tion of the comzaunications facilities aboard each of the

three Government ships will continue.

The reduction of the ship service to actual use of

only one ship at one time in the Atlantic/Indian Ocean

Area and one ship at one time in the Pacific Ocean Area,

and even that on a part-time basis, will create a variety

of novel technical and operational problems. For example,

channels will have to be switched rapidly from one ship

to another in the, same ocean area. Continuous coordination

between Comsat and each of the Government ships will be

required in order to assure the quality and reliability

of the circuits. Furthermore, it is envisioned that Comsat

will have to distribute these circuits to different satel-

lites for different missions.

Because of the complex and constantly changing interfaces

between the satellites and the Government-operated ship station
s,

and the need for close coordination between Comsat and the

Government regarding differing requirements, a direct contrac-

tual relationship between Comsat and the Government will clearl
y

meet the unique or exceptional circumstances test propounded by

the FCC in its original authorized user decision. In addition,

a direct relationship between WISIA and Comsat should result in

substantial cost savings to the Government. Although an approx-

imate amount for such savings cannot readily be predicted at

this time, because there is no basis for estimating the rates

for the part-time service that; Comsat and the commercial

carriers might offer to fulfill NASA's future ship-service

requirements, we believe it can be assumed that the differ-

ential in rates will be at least 15%, as discussed fu
rther

below.
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For the reasons, therefore, that MSA's requirements

for satellite communications service to the range instru-
mentation ships are unique in nature, and that they could
probably be furnished by Comsat at a significantly lower
cost to the Government, NASA submits that the provision of
such services by Comsat under a contract directly with NAS
would be in the national interest.

NASA's requirements for communications satellite
service to the earth stations at Carnarvon, Australia,
and at Grand Canary Island and Ascension Island, will
remain substantially the same, except that it has not
yet been determined whether the service to the latter
two stations will be required on a full-time, part-time,
or shared basis. In determining ;hether MSA should
contract for the U.S. portion of these services through

Comsat, or through a commercial U.S. carrier or carriers,

careful consideration was given first to the operational
problems that might arise as a result of the interjection
of commercial carriers between the NASA operating center
and Comsat, as the operator. of the earth stations and
manager of the space segment. NASA's loss of direct
access to Comsat could become a critical factor to the
success of a manned mission, and the safety of the
astronauts, in the event of a service outage during the
launch, initial orbit determination, or trans-lunar
insertion phases of the mission, when immediate restor-
ation of the service would be vital. NASA believes,
therefore, that contracting with commercial carriers for
its future requirements would introduce an unnecessary
element of risk into the manned space flight program, and
that this would not be in the national interest.

NASA has also considered the relative cost of
obtaining the U.S. portion of the services to the three
foreign stations from Comsat and from a commercial
carrier or carriers. Although we have not attempted
to solicit quotations for these services from commercial
carriers, other experience indicates that there would

probably be a minimum differential of at least 15%

between the rates offered by Comsat, and by a commer-

cial carrier. On the basis of Comsat's present rates

Si
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to NASA for the U.S. portion of the services to those three

stations, this 15% factor would result in about *94,500 a

year in additional costs to NASA for procuring the same

type of service from a commercial carrier. In view of

the budgetary limitations now confronting the U.S. space

program, we believe that it would be decidedly in the

national interest if NASA could avoid these additional

costs by continuing to contract directly with Comsat for

these services.

In the light of the above, it is requested that you

approve, as being in the national interest, the continua-

tion of the direct contractual relationship between Comsat

and NASA for the provision of the service bc-tween the U.S.

earth stations and the tracking ships, and of the U.S.

portion of the service to the three foreign earth stations.

We would also appreciate your prompt action on this matter,

because of the comparativcly short time remaining before

the present contracts expire.

Sincerely yours,

•

Willis H. Shapley

Associate Deputy Administrator


